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ABSTRACT

Uncertainties in the predicted isotopic concentrations in spent nuclear fuel represent one of the largest
sources of overall uncertainty in criticality calculations that use burnup credit. The methods used to
propagate the uncertainties in the calculated nuclide concentrations to the uncertainty in the predicted
neutron multiplication factor (keff) of the system can have a significant effect on the uncertainty in the
safety margin in criticality calculations and ultimately affect the potential capacity of spent fuel transport
and storage casks employing bumup credit. Methods that can provide a more accurate and realistic
estimate of the uncertainty may enable increased spent fuel cask capacity and fewer casks needing to be
transported, thereby reducing regulatory burden on licensee while maintaining safety for transporting
spent fuel. This report surveys several different best-estimate strategies for considering the effects of
nuclide uncertainties in bumup-credit analyses. The potential benefits of these strategies are illustrated
for a prototypical burnup-credit cask design. The subcritical margin estimated using best-estimate
methods is discussed in comparison to the margin estimated using conventional bounding methods of
uncertainty propagation. To quantify the comparison, each of the strategies for estimating uncertainty has
been performed using a common database of spent fuel isotopic assay measurements for pressurized-
light-water reactor fuels and predicted nuclide concentrations obtained using the current version of the
SCALE code system. The experimental database applied in this study has been significantly expanded to
include new high-enrichment and high-burnup spent fuel assay data recently published for a wide range
of important burnup-credit actinides and fission products. Expanded rare earth fission-product
measurements performed at the Khlopin Radium Institute in Russia that contain the only known publicly-
available measurement for 03Rh have also been included.
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FOREWORD
In 1999, the United States Nuclear Regulatory Comnission (U.S. NRC) issued initial recommended
guidance for using negative reactivity credit due to fuel irradiation (i.e., burnup credit) in the criticality
safety analysis of spent pressurized-water-reactor (PWR) fuel in storage and transportation packages.
This guidance was issued by the NRC Spent Fuel Project Office (SFPO) as Revision to Interim Staff
Guidance 8 (ISG-s Rev. 1) and published in the Standard Review Planfor Transportation Packagesfor
Spent Nuclear Fuel, NUREG-1617 (March 2000). With this initial guidance as a basis, the NRC Office
of Nuclear Regulatory Research initiated a program to provide the SFPO with technical information that
would:

* enable realistic estimates of the subcritical margin for systems with spent nuclear fuel (SNF) and an
increased understanding of the phenomena and parameters that impact the margin, and

* support the development of technical bases and recommendations for effective implementation of
burnup credit and provide realistic SNF acceptance criteria while maintaining an adequate margin of
safety.

ISG-8 Rev. I recommends that the bias and uncertainty associated with predicting the actinide
compositions should be determined from benchmarks of applicable fuel assay measurements. However,
there currently is no guidance or consensus on how the nuclide bias and uncertainty should be propagated
to the criticality calculation. The methods used to propagate the uncertainties can have a significant effect
on the predicted subcritical margin. Conventional bounding approaches to treating nuclide uncertainty
lead to considerable conservatism in the criticality calculation and underestimate the real subcritical
margin for the system. This report examines several best-estimate strategies for propagating nuclide
uncertainties to provide more realistic estimates of the uncertainty and the subcritical margin. The best-
estimate methods are compared to conventional bounding methods to illustrate the potential benefits these
strategies may provide in burnup-credit analyses. The uncertainty studies presented in this report were
performed using a recently expanded radiochemical isotopic assay database that includes new
measurements on spent fuel samples that achieved higher burnup and involved higher enrichments than
were previously available. The nuclide benchmark results and related discussion provide an important
technical basis for expanding the recommendations and guidance in ISG-8 Rev. I to enable increased
utilization of burnup credit and for removal of the loading offset. The use of burnup-credit results in
fewer casks needing to be transported, thereby reducing regulatory burden on licensees while maintaining
safety for transporting SNF.

Farouk Eltawila, Director
Division of Systems Analysis and Regulatory Effectiveness
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1 INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, there has been a concerted effort in the United States and other countries to use
more accurate and realistic estimates of the reactivity worth of spent fuel in licensing of spent fuel storage
and transportation systems by applying burnup credit Burnup credit is an approach that credits the
reduction in reactivity in spent fuel due to irradiation. Criticality safety analyses have traditionally
assumed that the fuel is unirradiated, which clearly leads to considerable safety margins. The reduction in
reactivity that occurs with burnup is due to the change in concentration (net reduction) of fissile nuclides
and the production of actinide and fission-product neutron absorbers. The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) issued Revision I of the Interim Staff Guidance 8 (ISG-8) in July 1999, to provide
guidance on the application of limited burnup credit in criticality safety analyses for pressurized-water-
reactor (PWR) spent fuel in transportation and storage casks.'

The process for performing criticality calculations in a burnup-credit model requires two distinct steps -
the first to predict the spent fuel nuclide concentrations using burnup calculations; the second, to perform
a criticality calculation using the nuclide concentrations estimated in the first step. Consideration of the
burnup phenomena in the criticality assessment significantly increases the overall complexity of a
criticality safety analysis, placing increased demands and reliance on the computational tools and
methods, and necessitating consideration of many additional sources of uncertainty associated with fuel
depletion that are not encountered in analyses that assume the fuel to be unirradiated. ISG-8 recommends
that

"The applicant should ensure that the analysis methodologies used for predicting the
actinide compositions and determining the neutron multiplication factor (k-effective) are
properly validated. Bias and uncertainties associated with predicting the actinide
compositions should be determined from benchmarks of applicable fuel assay
measurements."

Uncertainties in the predicted nuclide concentrations in spent nuclear fuel (SNF) represent one of the
largest potential sources of overall uncertainty in criticality calculations that use burnup credit.
Radiochemical assay data provide a basis for determining bias and uncertainty in the predicted nuclide
concentrations. However, the analyst is ultimately required to assess the impact of the nuclide bias and
uncertainty on the predicted neutron multiplication factor (keji) for the system. Unfortunately, there
currently is no guidance or consensus on how the bias and uncertainties associated with the spent fuel
concentrations should be propagated to the keji in a burnup-credit analysis. The different approaches to
considering nuclide uncertainties can have a significant effect on the predicted margin of subcriticality
and ultimately impact the number and types of spent fuel assemblies that may be acceptable for loading in
casks or storage systems that use burnup credit.

This report reviews and illustrates several different strategies for considering the effects of nuclide
uncertainties in burnup credit. These strategies include a conventional bounding approach whereby the
concentration of each nuclide used in the criticality calculation is conservatively adjusted to account for
bias and uncertainty. Several alternative best-estimate strategies are also evaluated. Best-estimate
strategies attempt to provide a more accurate estimate of the effect of nuclide uncertainty on the keff
(subcritical margin for uncertainty) by combining the effects of individual nuclide uncertainties in a more
realistic manner. The margin resulting from nuclide uncertainties, as estimated using each strategy, is
illustrated for PWR spent fuel stored in a prototype burnup-credit cask. The nuclide uncertainties used in
these illustrative studies are derived from a recently revised and expanded set of common radiochemical
assay benchmarks. Recent publication of assay measurements for Japanese Takahama-3 reactor spent
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Introduction Section 

fuel has significantly expanded the database that is publicly available in the United States, in terms of
both the number of measurements and the enrichment and burnup range covered by the database. These
new measurements include data for high-enrichment and high-burnup samples and include extensive
actinide and fission-product measurements. Recently-published fission-product measurements performed
at the V. G. Khlopin Radium Institute (KRI) in Russia for rare earth fission products are also included.
The KRI measurements include the only known publicly-available measurement for the major fission-
product absorber 1'0Rh.

Although the effect of nuclide uncertainties is illustrated for PWR fuel, the methodologies described in
this report are equally applicable to the analysis of boiling-water-reactor (BWR) spent fuel.
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2 BIAS AND UNCERTAINTY

Implementation of burnup credit requires the computational prediction of the nuclide inventories
(compositions) for the dominant fissile and absorbing nuclide species in spent fuel. This task introduces
sources of bias and uncertainty in the criticality calculation that are not present in analyses that assume
the fuel to be unirradiated. This section defines the terms bias and uncertainty, and briefly discusses the
potential sources of bias and uncertainty in burnup calculations used to predict nuclide compositions.

The American National Standard ANSI/ANS-8. I for nuclear criticality safety in operations outside
reactors2 identifies the key requirements for the validation of computational methods used to determine
the subcritical state of a system. The ANS Standard requires that the computer codes and methods used
in a criticality evaluation are validated and the bias and uncertainty in these predictions are well
characterized and quantified. The Standard defines the term "bias" as a measure of the systematic
differences between calculational method results and experimental data. The term "uncertainty" is a
measure of both the accuracy of the calculations and the uncertainty in the experimental data used in the
validation process.

There are a variety of potential sources of bias and uncertainty that can influence the accuracy and
precision of computer codes used to predict spent fuel compositions. These sources can be generally
categorized as follows:

* Computational methods. The bias and uncertainty attributed to the computational algorithms,
methods and numerical approximations.

* Nuclear cross-section and decay data. The bias and uncertainty in the nuclear data used in the
burnup calculations. These may include errors in the evaluated neutron cross sections, fission-
product yields, branching fractions, and decay constants, etc., that are used by the code in
computing the spent fuel compositions.

* Input parameters. The uncertainty in the values of the input data used in the code predictions.
Examples include the declared bumup of the spent fuel, and reactor-operating parameters
(e.g., fission power, fuel temperatures, and moderator density).

* Modeling. The bias and uncertainty introduced by modeling approximations. For example, the
time-dependent fission power may be well known, but may be approximated using a series of
discrete steps that simulate the average power for each irradiation interval. Other sources of
uncertainty may be introduced by approximations in modeling the fuel assembly geometry,
control rod (CR) exposure, and other difficult-to-simulate phenomena (e.g., the effects from
adjacent reactor fuel assemblies).

* Experimental data. The bias and uncertainty associated with the experimental data. This source
of error can represent a potentially large source of the overall uncertainty in isotopic validation.
Radiochemical analysis of spent fuel is complex and difficult, and the uncertainties associated
with the nuclide measurements can be significant. When computer code predictions are
benchmarked against experimental data, the differences between calculations and observation are
often incorrectly attributed to the bias and uncertainty of the code, because it is usually not
possible to differentiate between code errors and experimental errors.

All of the results presented in this report are based strictly on the analysis of nuclide bias and uncertainties
as determined by comparison of calculated and measured nuclide concentrations for well-documented and
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Bias and Uncertainty Section 2

well-characterized spent fuel samples. That is, the calculated concentrations were obtained using as-
published operating history data, reactor conditions, and detailed assembly design information. This
report does not address the potential use of conservative input parameters and/or modeling assumptions to
bound the uncertainties in these types of parameters. For example, conservative reactor operating
conditions (e.g., fuel temperatures, moderator density, etc.) may be used to account for uncertainties in
these input parameters when detailed information is not available. Similarly, a conservative assembly
model may be used to bound the effects for assemblies that were potentially exposed to CRs or burnable
poison rods (BPRs). These types of modeling assumptions may be used to provide additional
conservative bias to the calculation, but are not addressed in this report.

4



3 METHODS OF UNCERTAINTY PROPAGATION

The different approaches used for treating uncertainties in complex calculational models are generally
grouped as either "bounding" methods or "best-estimate" techniques. The former methods conservatively
account for individual parameter uncertainty. The latter techniques use best-estimate parameter values in
the analysis and then use Monte Carlo (probabilistic) methods or other techniques, such as sensitivity
analysis, in an attempt to realistically quantify the uncertainty in the final results caused by parameter
uncertainties.

This section describes several different methods of estimating the uncertainty in the subcritical margin in
a burnup-credit analysis due to uncertainty in the predicted nuclide inventories used in the criticality
calculation. Although this discussion covers a variety of different techniques that have either been used
or proposed for use in burnup credit or other applications, the methods described do not represent all of
the potential methods available to treat nuclide uncertainties in burnup credit.

The sources of bias and uncertainty discussed in this report are restricted to those associated with the
nuclide concentrations only, and do not include sources associated with other aspects of the criticality
calculation. Similarly, as discussed in the previous section, this report does not address the use of
conservative input parameters or models to bound the effects of other uncertainties in the analysis. Such
uncertainty contributions must be addressed, and may be included as separate biases that are based on
bounding parameter values.

The term "margin" is used throughout this report to define the margin of subcriticality for safety to
conservatively account for the effect of nuclide uncertainties on the calculated kef for the system.

3.1 BOUNDING METHOD

In a conventional bounding approach to treating uncertainty, the analysis assumptions and input
parameters are simultaneously set to their limiting values (maximum or minimum) to produce the most
conservative result. As applied to nuclide uncertainties in burnup credit, this approach uses
conservatively-adjusted values for the predicted concentration of each nuclide used in the criticality
calculation. This requires that the bias and uncertainty in the predicted concentration of all nuclides used
in the analysis be established by comparisons of calculated and measured radiochemical assay data.

In the bounding approach, the calculated nuclide concentrations are adjusted in a way that always leads to
a more reactive system. In other words, the concentration of fissile nuclides is always increased, while
the concentration of absorbing nuclides is always decreased, in order to maximize the kff of the system.
This approach ensures that the predicted margin of subcriticality due to the bias and uncertainties will be
a limiting, or bounding value. The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) proposed such an approach in
support of transportation and storage burnup credit.3

The bounding approach, whereby individual nuclides are simultaneously adjusted to their limiting values,
is conservative, but the predicted margin will be unrealistically large. The variability in the calculated
nuclide concentrations will not always be in a direction that results in a more reactive system - the
concentration of some nuclides will be underpredicted, while other nuclides will be overpredicted.
However, such an approach is simple, easy to justify as conservative, and yields concentrations that, when
used in a criticality calculation, will provide an upper-bounding estimate of the ke1 for the system.
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Methods of Uncertainty Propagation Section 3

The margin predicted using bounding methods is not a conventional uncertainty in the sense that it is a
one-sided limiting margin that does not have an associated variance. The bounding margin represents the
maximum contribution of nuclide variability to the subcritical margin. Because bounding methods lead to
an unrealistically large estimate of the effects of nuclide variability, the kef tends to be overestimated, and
as a result, the actual criticality safety margin is underestimated.

Several published benchmark studies have analyzed available experimental isotopic assay data using the
depletion methods of the SCALE code system in order to determine average isotopic correction factors
that are applied to the predicted nuclide concentration to account for nuclide bias and uncertainty. Such
factors are appropriate for use in a bounding-type analysis approach. A description of the statistical
concepts and methods in this approach is given in Refs. 4, 5, and 6.

3.2 BEST-ESTIMATE METHODS

Best-estimate methods are expected to provide a more realistic and accurate estimate of effects of nuclide
uncertainty in a burnup-credit spent fuel system by combining the effects of nuclide uncertainty in a more
realistic and rational manner. The best-estimate methods enable more accurate estimates by attempting to
realistically simulate the random nature of uncertainty, and thus, the methods partially credit
compensating random uncertainties in the calculated nuclide concentrations.

Current recommended practice in nuclear criticality safety does not credit positive bias. In this report
uncertainty is addressed separately from the bias component, which is a non-random systematic error.
This approach allows the practice of not crediting positive bias to be preserved in the best-estimate
methods described.

Several best-estimate methods can be used to propagate individual nuclide uncertainties to a global
estimate of the margin for uncertainty. Three best-estimate methods are explored in this report:

* Monte Carlo (MC) uncertainty sampling method,

* Sensitivity/uncertainty (S/U) method, and

* a "direct difference" method.

3.2.1 Monte Carlo Uncertainty Sampling

The total uncertainty in a computed quantity may be estimated using a technique that involves
Monte Carlo (probabilistic) sampling of the uncertainty distributions for the different parameters used in a
calculation. Unlike a bounding calculation that is performed using a single set of conservative parameter
values and leads to a single bounding estimate of the margin, the Monte Carlo approach undertakes
multiple calculations with changes to the input parameters that reflect the random uncertainty variation
for each parameter. The multiple calculations yield a distribution of results from which the expected
mean is obtained, and probability of exceeding a particular value, or threshold, can be determined. Any
potential correlation between different parameters must be considered and accounted for in the sampling
scheme.

For burnup-credit nuclide uncertainty calculations, the technique involves stochastically varying the
nuclide concentrations according to the uncertainty in the predicted concentration of each burnup-credit
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Section 3 Methods of Uncertainty Propagation

nuclide (e.g., a normal distribution defined by a mean and variance). The mean and variance for each
burnup-credit nuclide are established from comparisons of measured and computed nuclide
concentrations. By sampling the nuclide concentrations independently, this technique inherently assumes
that the uncertainties in individual nuclide concentrations are independent. This assumption is
investigated later in Section 5, by comparing the results obtained by Monte Carlo sampling with
independent methods that do not presume independent uncertainties. Although the nuclides
uncertainties are assumed to be independent in the Monte Carlo approach, the nuclide biases are known
to be strongly correlated. The analysis of nuclide bias is discussed in Section 6.

The practical implementation of the Monte Carlo method requires automation of the statistical sampling
to determine the nuclide concentrations that are applied in the criticality analysis model. To illustrate this
approach, a Monte Carlo sampling method was implemented at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)
in a computer code called KRONS,7 designed to function within the SCALE code system. The
KRONOS program provides a realistic estimate of the uncertainty in the neutron multiplication factor due
to nuclide uncertainties by randomly sampling from the probability distributions for the individual
nuclides as determined from nuclide benchmark studies. The mean and variance for each nuclide (used to
define the sampling distribution) are input directly to the code. KRONOS will perform either a SCALE
CSAS I X one-dimensional (I -D) XSDRNPM calculation or a CSAS25 three-dimensional (3-D)
KENO V.a criticality calculation for the system. The calculations are repeated, automatically, until the
mean kff and variance of kff are converged. Because of the large number of criticality calculations
required by this method to provide statistically reliable results, the code was developed for parallel
processing on a distributed network environment.

3.2.2 Sensitivity/Uncertainty

Sensitivity methods have been widely used as a means of quantifying the effect of input data and other
data parameters on computer model predictions. These methods are generally used to develop sensitivity
coefficients for a system. Sensitivity coefficients are defined physically such that they represent the
change in a calculated response with respect to a change in the input or data parameter. A sensitivity
coefficient of 1.0 means that a 1% change in the parameter will cause a 1% change in the result. The
sensitivity coefficients provide a direct measure of parameter importance by quantifying the effect of
changes in the system response due to variations in the parameter values. Combined with parameter
uncertainty information, S/U techniques can provide a powerful tool to estimate the global system
uncertainty caused by uncertainties in multiple parameters.

As applied to the analysis of nuclide uncertainty in burnup-credit calculations, sensitivity coefficients are
proportional to the derivative of the neutron multiplication factor of the system, keff, with respect to the
nuclide concentrations evaluated at some reference value. With this approach the relative change in kef
due to a change in the concentration of nuclide N is expressed to first-order accuracy by the linear
relationship

dk dN- =SN
k N'

where the proportionality constant SN is the sensitivity coefficient of k to the nuclide concentration N.
This technique provides a straightforward method of predicting the change in the kff given a variability in
the nuclide concentration attributed to the nuclide uncertainty. The uncertainty, expressed as a relative
change in the concentration, dN/N, may be obtained for the important burnup-credit nuclides by
comparing predicted and measured nuclide concentrations in SNF. The uncertainty from multiple
nuclides may be combined to provide a measure of total uncertainty. If the uncertainties for each nuclide

7
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are assumed to be independent, the total uncertainty can be estimated as the root sum square of the
individual nuclide effects, such that

dk
k i1E { } 

where the sum is performed over all n burnup-credit nuclides in the criticality analysis. If the
uncertainties from each nuclide are combined additively (using the absolute values of the sensitivity
coefficients SN), such that

dk ~dN
- = {ISNI} .k j=1 N

then the uncertainty is equivalent to that predicted using the bounding approach discussed in Section 3.1.

Several methods are available to obtain sensitivity coefficients. Traditionally, many sensitivity analyses
have relied on direct parameter perturbations (i.e., slightly altering the value of a parameter and
recalculating the response). However, for large systems involving many different parameters, this
approach is extremely inefficient. Another technique involves the use of automatic differentiation
methods to provide partial derivatives (which are directly related to the sensitivity coefficients) of the
response to any of the input parameters. Other techniques have applied the widely used perturbation
theory approach. This technique involves solution of the forward and adjoint neutron fluxes to provide
sensitivity coefficients for the system.

Sensitivity coefficients used in this report were generated for a generic burnup-credit cask using SEN35, a
prototypic SCALE code sequence that implements sensitivity analysis techniques for 3-D Monte Carlo
criticality calculations. 8 The methods used to generate the sensitivity information are based on the
widely-used perturbation theory approach.9 SEN35 calculates forward and adjoint neutron fluxes using
an enhanced version of the KENO V.a Monte Carlo criticality code. Once the fluxes are obtained, the
SAMS module (Sensitivity Analysis Module of SCALE) produces flux moments and calculates the
sensitivity coefficients from these data and the cross-section data. The SAMS module also calculates the
uncertainty in the sensitivity coefficients resulting from Monte Carlo uncertainties. The principal
motivation behind the development of the SEN35 sequence has been the need for modem computational
tools that can generate the sensitivity data necessary to gauge the applicability of validation experiments
used for criticality studies.'

SEN35 generates sensitivity coefficients for the various partial and total macroscopic cross sections for
each nuclide in the criticality calculation. Since the macroscopic cross section is the product of the
atomic number density and the microscopic cross section, the sensitivity coefficient for the nuclide
concentration is exactly equal to the sensitivity coefficient of the total (energy-integrated) nuclide cross
section calculated by SEN35. To generate sensitivity coefficients representative of spent fuel
compositions, multiple SEN35 calculations were undertaken at discrete burnup values, with each
calculation using a different fuel composition representative of each burnup level. Sensitivity coefficients
were generated for spent fuel assemblies with a uniform axial burnup and a varying axial-burnup profile.

8



Section 3 Methods of Uncertainty Propagation

3.2.3 Direct Difference Method

Another best-estimate technique, called the direct difference method in this report, has been explored at
ORNL. Instead of evaluating the bias and uncertainty in the individual nuclides used in burnup-credit
calculations, the measured nuclide concentrations from radiochemical assays are applied directly in a
criticality calculation for a spent fuel configuration representative of the intended burnup-credit
application. The kf calculated for the system is then compared to the value predicted using calculated
nuclide concentrations for the same set of burnup-credit nuclides. The difference (Akeff) is a direct
measure of the net bias and uncertainty in the ke0 calculation due to the variability in the predicted nuclide
concentrations.

Unlike the other methods described in this report, this approach evaluates the aggregate effect of the
nuclide uncertainties on keff directly, and does not require a statistical analysis of bias and uncertainty for
any individual nuclide. Rather, the net effect of bias and uncertainty from all nuclides is determined
directly from analysis of the mean and variance of the distribution of Ake4 values obtained using the
predicted and measured nuclide concentrations from many experiments. Like the other best-estimate
methods described, the direct difference method inherently credits compensating uncertainties in the
nuclide concentrations. This method requires a comprehensive database of measured isotopic validation
data for a common set of burnup-credit nuclides. That is, an experimental data set must contain
measurements for all nuclides selected for the burnup-credit analysis in order to be used by this method.
Consequently, as the number of nuclides used in a burnup-credit analysis increases, the number of
experiments containing all of the required nuclides tends to decrease. A sufficient number of
measurements is needed to allow statistically reliable observations to be made about the uncertainty and
trends in the predicted ken Another limitation of the method is that only spent fuel with a uniform axial
burnup can be simulated since assay data are not available for all of the burnup values required to
simulate an axial profile.

The Monte Carlo uncertainty sampling, S/U, and direct difference best-estimate approaches are expected
to yield similar results since all methods have applied a common set of nuclide uncertainties. The direct
different method of using measured nuclide assay data directly in criticality calculations has the potential
to require far less computational effort than either the Monte Carlo or S/U techniques. Moreover, the
direct difference method does not assume that the nuclide uncertainties are independent, and makes no
assumptions about nuclide uncertainty distribution (e.g., normal distribution, etc.); particularly for
nuclides with too few measurements to obtain a reliable estimate of the distribution.

The effect of nuclide uncertainties on the subcritical margin predicted using the Monte Carlo, S/U, and
direct difference approaches is demonstrated for a typical burnup-credit cask in Section 5. The.
experimental assay data currently available that were applied to the different methods are described in
Section 4.
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4 ANALYSIS OF RADIOCHEMICAL ASSAY DATA

The net effect of nuclide uncertainties on the predicted effective neutron multiplication factor, keff, was
evaluated using best-estimate methods and compared to the results using a bounding approach. These
methods are summarized in Section 3. To establish a common basis for the comparisons, values of the
bias and uncertainty for each burnup-credit nuclide were required. The bias and uncertainties were
estimated from radiochemical isotopic assay data and applied to each of the respective uncertainty
analysis methodologies. This section reviews the nuclides that are important in burnup-credit
calculations, describes the publicly-available radiochemical assay data selected and evaluated for this
study, and summarizes the results of the benchmark studies to predict the isotopic compositions in spent
fuel using the SCALE code system.

The actinides and fission products that are most neutronically important in burnup-credit criticality
calculations are listed in Table 1. These nuclides are considered to be important to dry storage and
transport cask criticality safety analyses. The relative importance of these nuclides will vary to some
degree, depending on the enrichment, burnup, cooling time, assembly design, and configuration, but the
important nuclides remain largely the same. The sensitivity coefficients of the major burnup-credit
nuclides are illustrated in Figure I for low- and high-burnup fuel, following a 5-year-cooling time.
The sensitivity coefficients were calculated by the SEN35 sequence of SCALE assuming uniformly-
distributed nuclide concentrations. The values of the coefficients are listed in Appendix B. The
sensitivity coefficients (unitless) represent the change in the neutron multiplication factor with respect to a
change in the concentration of each nuclide. The coefficients are therefore a direct measure of the relative
importance of each nuclide to the predicted neutron multiplication factor.

Table I Major isotopes in criticality calculations (from Ref. 1)

Actinides
234u 

2 3 5
u 236u 238u 

2 3 8
Pu 

2 3 9
Pu

2 4 0 pu 241Pu 2 4 2 pu 24'Am 243Am 2 3 7 Np

Fission products
95Mo 9Tc 101 ' 03 Rh 133cS

43Nd 145 Nd 147sm 149sm 150 sm 151sm

5'Eu '52sm 153Eu 55Gd
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Figure 1 Sensitivity coefficients (absolute values) for the major actinides and fission products in
burnup-credit criticality calculations. The spent fuel compositions were calculated assuming 3.5 wt %
enrichment and a burnup of 20 and 60 GWd/MTU, and a cooling time of 5 years. The nuclides are
ranked in order of decreasing importance for the 20 GWd/MTU case.
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Section 4 Analysis of Radiochemical Assay Data

4.1 REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA

A comprehensive review of available PWR radiochemical assay data was undertaken for this study.
This included a review of previous validation studies performed at ORNL12 "5 and by the U.S. DOE Office
of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM),6 and new assay data published more recently.
The data sets selected for this study include all PWR assays used previously in ORNL benchmark studies
(Calvert Cliffs, H. B. Robinson, Obrigheim, Trino Vercellese, and Turkey Point reactor fuel) and the
Yankee Rowe reactor assay data previously used only in the OCRWM studies. Details of the reactor
descriptions, fuel descriptions, laboratories, and experimental methods can be found in the citations to the
original works in Refs. 12, 5, and.6.

In addition to these previous studies, recently published assay data for spent fuel from the Japanese PWR
Takahama-3 reactor, 13 which include samples with the highest enrichment and burnup publicly available,
have also been evaluated at ORNL14 and added to the database. The updated database includes a total of
56 individual spent fuel assay samples from seven different reactors. Table 2 summarizes the reactors,
assembly designs, and fuel parameters. Table 3 lists the important burnup-credit actinides measured in
each sample. Note that measurements are available for all of the major actinides listed in Table 1.
There are additional spent fuel samples available from some of these programs that have not been
analyzed in the previous studies. The assay samples were selected to provide a reasonable number of data
comparisons for validation and provide a representative sample of the available data.

Spent fuel assay data for the Mihama reactor, used previously in the OCRWM study,6 were not selected
for the present study. A review of the Mihama data by ORNL' 5 indicated there was a high variation in the
measurements for fuel having similar bumups and fuel assembly locations. Erratic behavior was also
observed for fuel samples taken from different axial positions of the same rod. Since the enrichment and
burnup range of the Mihama measurements did not extend beyond the range provided by other data sets,
these data were not added to the present study.

The availability of experimental fission-product data is currently very limited. A summary of the
measured fission-product data used in this study is given in Table 4. Measurements for fission products
important to burnup credit (see Table I) are available in only a small subset of the fuel samples. The
majority of fission-product data available previously for burnup-credit nuclides come from measurements
of the Calvert Cliffs Approved Testing Material (ATM) samples performed at the Pacific Northwest
Laboratory (PNL) Materials Characterization Center. The Calvert Cliffs measurements, designated
ATM-103, ATM-104, and ATM-106, included nine samples with measurements for 99Tc. However, only
the three samples in the ATM-104 series included measurements for the burnup-credit fission-product
nuclides 133 CS, and the Nd, Sm, Eu, and Gd isotopes. A limitation of the ATM-104 fission-product
measurements, described in Ref. 16, is that the mass spectrometry measurements for nuclides with mass
numbers 147 (Pm, Sm), 150 (Nd, Sm), 151 (Sm, Eu), and 155 (Eu, Gd) included the parent and daughter
nuclides of more than one element. In other words, the combined concentrations of the parent-daughter
pairs in the mass chains (e.g., '47Pm + '47Sm) were measured, rather than the concentrations of the
individual isotopes. The reported concentrations for the isotopes 147Sm, 50sm, '51Eu, '5 'Eu, and 55Gd

were estimated from the measurements and fractional element distributions obtained from burnup
calculations.
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Table 2 Summary of selected PWR spent fuel radiochemical assay data

Enrichment Burnup No. of
Reactor Lattice type (wt %) (GWd/t) Absorbers samples

Trino Vercellese WE 15 x 15 3.13 11.5 - 24.5 CR" 13

3.897 12.0 1

Turkey Point WE 15 x 15 2.556 30.5 -31.5 5

Obrigheim CE 14x 14 3.13 25.9-29.5 6

H. B. Robinson-2 WE 15 x 15 2.561 16.0 - 31.7 BPRh 4

Yankee Rowe WE 17x18 3.4 16.0-36.0 CR 8

Calvert Cliffs CE 14x 14 3.038 27.4-44.3 3

2.72 18.7-33.2 3

2.453 31.4 - 46.5 BPR 3

Takahama-3 WE 17x 17 4.11 14.3-47.3 BPR 10

Range 2.56 -4.11 11.5 - 47.3 Total 56

a CR = Assemblies exposed to control rods.

b BPR = Assemblies with burnable poison rods.
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Table 3 Summary of actinide measurements D

Available actinide nrasurements

0. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 
§US SX . D .0 z 0 0. = -&

Set Reactor Assenly Sanrle I I I Z n n 
I TrinoVercellese 509-104 Ml1-7 3.90 12.0 O O O O O O O

2 Trino Vercellese 509-032 E11-4 3.13 15.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3 TrinoVercellese 509-032 E11-7 3.13 15.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

4 TrinoVercellese 509-032 E1-9 3.13 11.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

5 Trino Vercellese 509-069 El -i 3.13 12.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

6 Trino Vercellese 509-069 El1-2 3.13 20.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

7 Trino Vercellese 509-069 El 1-4 3.13 23.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

8 Trino Vercellese 509-069 El1-7 3.13 24.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

9 Trino Vercellese 509-069 E5-4 3.13 23.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 Trino Vercellese 509-069 E5-7 3.13 24.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

11 TrinoVercellese 509-069 L1-4 3.13 23.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

12 Trino Vercellese 509-069 LI1-7 3.13 24.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

13 Trino Vercellese 509-069 L54 3.13 24.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

14 Trino Vercellese 509-069 L5-7 3.13 24.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

15 Turkey Point DOI G9 2.56 30.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O

16 Turkey Point DOI GIO 2.56 30.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

17 Turkey Point DOI H9 2.56 31.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

18 Turkey Point D04 G9 2.56 31.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

19 Turkey Point D04 G1O 2.56 31.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Table 3 (continued)
Available actinide measurements

RA ^_| _ ^1: A-rk SAS AAS .. _ \ _ ^ g E a , v? | ' S ffi z , L

set RatrAssembly Sample 1 

0

0

rA.

0

0

CD

IP

0Y

zu CaIverE LIIUS AIM-IU4

21 Calvert Cliffs ATM- 104

22 Calvert Cliffs ATM- 104

23 Calvcrt Cliffs ATM-103

24 Calvert Cliffs ATM-103

25 Calvert Cliffs ATM-103

26 Calvert Cliffs ATM- 106

27 Calvert Cliffs ATM-106

28 Calvert Cliffs ATM-106

29 H. B. Robinson

30 H. B. Robinson

31 H. B. Robinson

32 H. B. Robinson

33 Obrigheim

34 Obrigheim

35 Obrigheim

36 Obrigheim

37 Obrigheim

38 Obrigheim

39 Takahama-3

UU4 I

D047

D047

D101

DIO

DIO

BT03

BT03

BT03

B05

B05

B05

B05

170

172

176

168

171

176

NT3G23

MIPI09-F

MKP109-LL

MKP109-CC

MLA(98-P

MLA098-JJ

MLA(98-BB

NBD 107-Q

NBDI07-MM

NBD107-GG

N-9C-D

N-9C-J

N-9B-N

N-9B-S

94

92

91

86

89

90

SF95-1

3.04

3.04

3.04

2.72

2.72

2.72

2.45

2.45

2.45

2.56

2.56

2.56

2.56

3.13

3.13

3.13

3.13

3.13

3.13

4.11

44.3

27.4

37.1

33.2

18.7

26.6

46.5

31.4

37.3

31.7

28.5

23.8

16.0

25.9

26.5

28.0

28.4

29.0

29.5

14.3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

O

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
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0
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O
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Table 3 (continued)
Available actinide measuretments

C) ~ ~ ~~ L.D 

Set Reactor Assembly Sample - - … … A

40 Takahama-3 NT3G23 SF95-2 4.11 24.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

41 Takahama-3 NT3G23 SF95-3 4.11 35.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

42 Takahama-3 NT3G23 SF95-4 4.11 36.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

43 Takahama-3 NT3G23 SF95-5 4.11 30.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

44 Takahama-3 NT3G24 SF97-2 4.11 30.7 O O O O O O O O O O O O
45 Takahama-3 NT3G24 SF97-3 4.11 42.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

46 Takahama-3 NT3G24 SF97-4 4.11 47.0 O O O O O O O O O O O O

47 Takahama-3 NT3G24 SF97-5 4.11 47.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

48 Takahama-3 NT3G24 SF97-6 4.11 40.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

49 Yankee Rowe E6-C-F6 T-175 3.4 15.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

50 Yankee Rowe E6-C-F6 T-177a 3.4 30.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

51 Yankee Rowe E6-C-F6 T-179b 3.4 31.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

52 Yankee Rowe E6-C-F6 T-180 3.4 20.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

53 Yankee Rowe E6-SE-C2 T-187 3.4 32.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

54 Yankee Rowe E6-SE-C2 T-188 3.4 31.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

55 Yankee Rowe E6-SE-E4 T-185 3.4 36.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

56 Yankee Rowe E6-SE-E4 T-186 3.4 35.3 O O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

a Measured isotopes based on the average of samples T-177, N-26, and G-126.
b Measured isotopic results based on the average of samples T- 179 and N-27.
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Table 4 Summary of available fission-product measurements

Available fission-product measurements

C~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

E ~ ~ oZ Z L#2 CLU LL

Set Reactor Assembly Sample e , 

20 Calvert Cliffs D047 MKPI09-P 3.04 44.3 b o b _ _ _ (b

21 Calvert Cliffs D047 MKPI09-LL 3.04 27.3 o O o o o a a o 0 o a

22 CalvertCliffs D047 MKPI09-CC 3.04 37.1 o a o o o a a o O Oo

23 Calvert Cliffs D101 MLA098-P 2.72 33.2 o

24 Calvert Cliffs DIOI MLA098-JJ 2.72 18.7 o

25 Calvert Cliffs DIO MLA098-BB 2.72 26.6 O

26 Calvert Cliffs BT03 NBDI07-Q 2.45 46.5 o

27 Calvert Cliffs BT03 NBD 107-MM 2.45 31.4 o

28 Calvcrt Cliffs BT03 NBD107-GG 2.45 37.3 a a a a a o a o O a a

39 Takahama-3 NT3G23 SF95-1 4.11 14.3 a a
40 Takahama-3 NT3G23 SF95-2 4.11 24,4 o o

41 Takahama-3 NT3G23 SF95-3 4.11 35.4 O O

42 Takahama-3 NT3G23 SF95-4 4.11 36.7 a a
43 Takahama-3 NT3G23 SF95-5 4.11 30.4 a a
44 Takahama-3 NT3G24 SF97-2 4.11 30.7 a o a a a a

45 Takahama-3 NT3G24 SF97-3 4.11 42.2 o o o O a a

46 Takahama-3 NT3G24 SF974 4.11 47.0 o o o a o a

47 Takahama-3 NT3G24 SF97-5 4.11 47.3 o o a a a o

48 Takahama-3 NT3G24 SF97-6 4.11 40.8 a _ a a a O

(o) Indicates nuclides and samples measured at a single laboratory.

(oi) Indicates nuclides and samples with independent measurements from both the ATM Program and from KRI (Russia). In this study the KRI results were used
preferentially. Note: Assembly D047 was analyzed as ATM-104, assembly Dl)l was analyzed as ATM-103, and assembly BT03 was analyzed as ATM-106.
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Section 4 Analysis of Radiochemical Assay Data

Subsequent to the original ATM-series fission-product measurements made at PNL, an independent
analysis of the three ATM- 104 samples, and one sample from ATM- I 06, was performed at the
V. G. Khlopin Radium Institute (KR) in Russia using samples partitioned from the original archived
samples. The isotopic measurements included Nd, Sm, Eu, and Gd for all samples. In addition, the '03Rh
content of the ATM- 106 sample was measured. This represents the only known publicly-available
measurement of Rh in spent fuel. In addition, the KR results also include measurements for several rare
earth fission products not available previously for ATM- 106 sample NBD 107-GG. The KRI results were
only recently published in Ref. 17, an effort supported by the NRC for burnup-credit validation studies.
The results from the analysis by KR were normalized to 145Nd concentration instead of the more usual
basis of uranium mass or fuel mass. However, absolute 145Nd concentrations, normalized to the fuel
mass, were measured as part of the ATM-series of experiments and are reported in Ref. 17. The PNL
results for 45Nd were used in this study to renormalize the KRI results to an absolute basis of fuel mass
for use in the isotopic benchmark calculations. For this study the KRI results for the Nd, Sm, Eu, and Gd
isotopes were used (with the noted exception of 45Nd). The calculated results for these nuclides were
adjusted to the cooling time of the KRI measurements, performed about 8 years after the ATM-series
measurements.

Results for the important burnup-credit isotopes of Nd and Sm were also available from the Takahama-3
samples, significantly augmenting the number of measurements for these isotopes. The relative
importance of the fission-product nuclides in criticality calculations using burnup credit is illustrated in
Figure 1. Note that 103Rh, one of the dominant fission products in high-burnup spent fuel, currently has
only one measurement. To date, no published assay results have been identified for "Mo, ""Ru, and
'09Ag.

4.2 RADIOCHEMICAL ASSAY BENCHMARK RESULTS

In order to evaluate the various methods for propagating nuclide uncertainties, comparisons of calculated
and measured nuclide compositions are needed to estimate the code bias and uncertainty for each nuclide.
For this study, the depletion analysis sequence SAS2H18 of the SCALE code system was used to predict
the nuclide compositions for each spent fuel sample. Cross sections for the ORIGEN-S depletion
analysis19 performed by SAS2H were obtained from the SCALE 44-group ENDF/B-V-based cross-
section library. 20 The spent fuel nuclide compositions were recalculated for this work using the most
recent version of SCALE 4.4a and cross-section data and improved models of the fuel assemblies.

Several improvements were made to the models used in early isotopic validation studies from Ref. 15.
Most notably, the models for the three Calvert Cliffs assembly BT03 samples were revised to include
12 burnable-poison shim rods and four non-fuel steel rods present in the assembly. The presence of these
non-fuel rods was not documented in the Approved Testing Material (ATM-106) report2 for these
samples (the assemblies are incorrectly described as standard Combustion Engineering (CE) 14 x 14
assemblies containing 176 fuel rods) and thus they were not included in the original models. Information
on the non-fuel rods and the updated assembly models was obtained from Ref. 6.

Measurements for 24 1Am and 238Pu were available for several Trino Vercellese samples from assembly
509-069 but were not included in previous benchmark studies. Results for these nuclides were included
in the present study. The 241Am results were reported for a 4-year-cooling time.

The measured actinide concentrations for all spent fuel samples used in this study, converted to
standardized units of mg/g U initial, are listed in Appendix Table A. I. The results of the actinide
benchmark calculations obtained using SCALE are given in Table A.2 as the ratio of the calculated-to-
experimental (C/E) nuclide compositions. Table A.2 also provides a statistical summary of the results
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and lists the average C/E ratio and the relative standard deviation (percent of CIE) for each nuclide. The
average experiment-to-measured ratio is also listed. Experimental results for the major burnup-credit
fission products are listed in Table A.3, and the C/E ratios are given in Table A.4. The actinide results are
observed to be generally consistent with previous studies,5 although the uncertainty associated with
several major uranium and plutonium isotopes is somewhat improved. This is due in part from the
improved data and models used in the present calculations, and the addition of the Takahama-3 data that
were generally found to be in very good agreement with the calculations. These improvements are
negated to some extent by the addition of the Yankee Rowe data (not included in previous ORNL
studies), which exhibited consistently large deviations with the calculations.

The fission-product database has been expanded with the addition of the Takahama-3 results. The use of
the fission-product results from KRI also enhances the database by providing the first 03n measurement,
and direct measurements of the 47Sm, "' Sm, '51Eu, and 55Gd isotopes. In addition, the KRI results
included measurements for rare earth fission products in Calvert Cliffs sample NBD107-GG that were not
previously available. The C/E results for the fission products are again generally consistent with previous
studies.5 Overall, however, there is a paucity of fission-product data, with three nuclides having no
measurements and one nuclide ('03Rh) having only one measurement. The uncertainty for several fission
products is also seen to be relatively large (e.g., '49Sm, 52sm, '5 'Eu, '55Gd).

A summary of the nuclide validation results is given in Table 5. The table lists the number of measured
samples analyzed for each nuclide (n), the average experiment-to-measured ratio ( X ) and the relative

standard deviation (s) of X for each burnup-credit nuclide, i. The value of Xi is calculated as:

n

X = jMi j/qij)/n,
j1

where Mi are the measured and C1 are the computed concentrations for nuclide i, and the summation is

performed over all n samples. The standard deviation s, associated with X1, is computed as:

(n - 1) i )

The value of Xj represents the factor, that when multiplied by the predicted nuclide concentration, will
correct for the average bias in the predicted concentration.

The current recommended practice in criticality safety evaluations involving transportation packages 22

does not credit biases that result in an overprediction in the neutron multiplication factor, i.e., positive
biases. As applied to burnup credit, this practice would lead to modified values of X, depending on
whether the nuclide was a net neutron absorber or a fissile nuclide. In other words, no credit would be
applied for the overprediction of fissile nuclides or the underprediction of absorbing nuclides. For fissile
nuclides, the modified factor X' can be expressed as

{XifX> I

a tbifcX < I

and for net neutron absorbing nuclides,
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[X, ifX < I
RI 1,Iifk X I .

The values of X and X ' are given in Table 5. The effect of using either X or X' in a criticality
calculation is evaluated in Section 6.

Table 5 Nuclide validation results used in bias and uncertainty analyses

Nuclide | n | X | Nuclide n s X |

U-234 32 0.962 0.962 0.113 Ru-I01 0 N/Ac N/A N/A

U-235 b 56 1.018 1.018 0.030 Rh-103 1 1.269 1.000 N/A

U-236 56 1.008 1.000 0.037 Ag-109 0 N/A N/A N/A

U-238 56 1.000 1.000 0.005 Cs- 133 3 0.976 0.976 0.009

Np-237 18 0.952 0.952 0.086 Nd-143 14 1.012 1.000 0.013

Pu-238 52 1.068 1.000 0.100 Nd-145 14 0.996 0.996 0.009

Pu-239b 56 1.008 1.008 0.042 Sm-147 9 1.001 1.000 0.039

Pu-240 56 1.008 1.000 0.028 Sm-149 9 1.002 1.000 0.221

Pu-241 b 56 1.045 1.045 0.048 Sm-150 9 0.934 0.934 0.018

Pu-242 52 0.987 0.987 0.051 Sm- 151 9 0.777 0.777 0.059

Am-241 28 0.919 0.919 0.204 Sm-152 9 0.751 0.751 0.142

Am-243 16 0.934 0.934 0.105 Eu- 151 4 0.926 0.926 0.532

Mo-95 0 N/Ac N/A N/A Eu-153 4 0.966 0.966 0.048

Tc-99 9 0.844 0.844 0.194 Gd-155 4 1.287 1.000 0.124

a Standard deviation of X.
b Fissile nuclides.
' Insufficient experimental data available to determine mean or standard deviation.
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4.3 APPLICABILITY OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DATABASE

A potential concern when applying measured isotopic assay data to evaluate nuclide uncertainties in
computational predictions is whether the experimental database is representative of modem fuel
characteristics. The issue of applicability is important since a large number of the currently-available
measurements were obtained from fuel assemblies irradiated in the 1970s. There are currently no
rigorous criteria against which the applicability of the isotopic database can be gauged, and engineering
judgement is required. The database may be characterized in terms of the obvious enrichment and bumup
range, fuel assembly design, and BPR exposure (integral and non-integral). Other more subtle factors
(e.g., the effects of adjacent assemblies in complex core loading patterns and fuel management schemes)
may be more difficult to evaluate.

The enrichment and burnup combinations of the 56 PWR spent fuel samples used in this study were
summarized in Table 2. The enrichment and burnup combinations of the actual inventory of spent fuel
assemblies discharged from PWRs in the U.S. through 1998, are illustrated in Figure 2. The
radiochemical assay data appear, qualitatively, to provide reasonable coverage of the spent fuel inventory.
The fuel assembly designs (Table 2) also represent a wide range of assembly classes. Assembly designs
with large water holes (e.g., CE 14 x 14 design) are included. The experimental database also has a
reasonable number of assemblies that incorporate guide tubes and assemblies operated with BPRs. The
H. B. Robinson assembly included steel-borosilicate glass rods, and the Calvert Cliffs assembly BT03
operated with A1203-B 4C rods. The Takahama-3 assemblies were the only assemblies incorporating
gadolinia (Gd2O3) integral burnable poison rods, commonly used in many modern assembly designs.

Although assemblies with BPRs are represented in the database, the number of these samples compared to
the total database is relatively low. Given that many of the assemblies now being discharged have been
exposed to BPRs during their irradiation history, the database may be deemed marginal for these designs.

The Yankee Rowe Westinghouse (WE) 17 x 18 and Trino Vercellese 15 x 15 assembly designs are
somewhat of an anomaly in the database, both in terms of the assembly design and reactor operation.
These reactors operated with control rods (Ag-ln-Gd and Ag-ln-Cd), which is not typical of modern
U.S. PWR nuclear plants. Detailed information on the use of the control rods (locations, percent
insertion, etc.) were not available for the assemblies, which resulted in additional uncertainty in the
depletion analysis models. The assembly models for the Trino Vercellese calculations used reactor-
average control rod information. The models for the Yankee Rowe calculations excluded the control rods
altogether since insufficient design and operating information was available.

The Yankee Rowe and Trino Vercellese samples were included in the database since they add to the
diversity of the assembly database. Also, the Yankee Rowe samples represent some of the higher-
enrichment samples in the database and span a relatively wide burnup range. However, the inclusion of
the validation results for these assemblies means that additional uncertainty from the poorly-documented
exposure to control rods implicitly contributes to the estimated nuclide uncertainties. This is particularly
true for the Yankee Rowe results, since the effects of the control rods were entirely excluded in the
calculations. Consequently, any analysis assumptions that may be employed to conservatively account
for uncertainty due to control rod exposure may lead to double accounting of the control rod effects in a
burnup-credit calculation. For this reason, it may be argued that inclusion of these data sets to evaluate
nuclide uncertainties for the analysis of modern PWR fuels is not reasonable. The Yankee Rowe results
exhibit the largest consistent deviations between calculations and measurements of all results in the
database. The impact of excluding the Yankee Rowe fuel samples is evaluated in Section 5.
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Figure 2 Enrichment and bumup combinations of discharged spent fuel inventory from
pressurized-water reactors in the U.S. prior to 1999. The number of discharged assemblies in each
interval is given in the legend (data obtained from Ref. 23).
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Another potential consideration is the degree to which the experimental data represent fuel near the ends
of the assembly. The end regions of the assembly become more important in burnup credit because of the
lower burnup in these regions due to the axial-bumup profile. This phenomenon is discussed in more
detail in Section 5.1. A number of the spent fuel samples in the database were obtained from axial
locations very near the end of the assembly. For example, the Calvert Cliffs samples included six
samples obtained from locations within 30 cm of the assembly end. The Takahama-3 samples also
included several samples located near the end of the assembly. Notably, the Takahama-3 sample
identified as SF97-1, was located approximately 4 mm from the end of the active fuel length. This
sample was not evaluated in this study, but was evaluated previously in Ref. 14. The results indicate that
the predicted actinide concentrations in SF97-1 exhibit larger deviations than other sample locations. The
concentration of the fissile plutonium isotopes 239Pu and 241 Pu are significantly overpredicted compared to
measurement, suggesting that the reactivity associated with the samples located extremely close to the
end of the fuel will also be overpredicted. Therefore, the calculated nuclide concentrations are expected
to lead to slightly conservative reactivity effects for the region of the fuel at the very ends of the
assembly.

With the notable exception of the Takahama-3 results, the publicly-available radiochemical assay data are
obtained from relatively old experiments, and therefore involved older assembly designs. The present
direction in the commercial nuclear power industry is towards the use of higher initial enrichments and
bumups, more complex assembly designs, increased use of burnable poisons, and more complex fuel
management schemes. Although the characteristics of the fuels in the database are deemed to be
reasonably representative of modern fuel types, there is a continuing need to obtain additional assay data
for modern fuel designs and modem reactor operations.
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5 UNCERTAINTY RESULTS

The nuclide bias and uncertainty values calculated from the PWR isotopic validation results presented in
Appendix A, and summarized in Table 5, were used as a common basis to estimate the overall effect of
the nuclide uncertainties on the calculated keff for a spent fuel cask. A margin associated with the nuclide
variability was predicted using the bounding methodology and compared to the margins obtained using
the different best-estimate strategies of uncertainty propagation: (1) Monte Carlo uncertainty sampling,
(2) direct difference, and (3) S/U methods. The margin associated with the nuclide uncertainties is one
component that contributes to the overall margin of subcriticality.

This section evaluates the effects of nuclide uncertainty only. The effects associated with nuclide bias are
addressed separately in Section 6.

Again, it is emphasized that the analyses presented in this report address only the variability associated
with the predicted spent fuel nuclide compositions used in a burnup-credit criticality calculation.
Additional uncertainties associated with the actual criticality calculation itself (e.g., cross-section
uncertainties, etc.) are not considered. Also, the effects of conservative modeling assumptions or
additional margins to bound other depletion uncertainties (e.g., fission power, irradiation history, soluble
boron concentration, fuel temperatures, exposure to control rods, etc.) must be addressed separately.

All criticality calculations were performed using a common fuel and cask design. The spent fuel
assembly was assumed to be a WE 17 x 17 OFA design, and the cask design was based on a conceptual
generic rail-type burnup-credit cask that would accommodate 32 fuel assemblies. The cask and fuel
assembly descriptions and specifications are given in Ref. 24. Burnup-credit calculations were performed
to address the effect of using both a flat (uniform) burnup distribution and a bounding axial-burnup
profile. The calculations performed with an axial profile assumed a fixed profile for all burnups, based on
an 18-axial-zone profile derived for assemblies with an average burnup greater than 30 GWd/MTU.3

The results presented in this section are intended to illustrate the typical margins predicted using different
uncertainty propagation methods and a common set of nuclide validation results, so that informed
judgements on the benefits of, and required effort for, the various approaches can be made. Section 5.1
presents results for actinide-only burnup credit, and Section 5.2 presents results for actinide plus fission-
product credit. These results are based on a generic burnup-credit cask and the burnup and criticality
calculations were performed using the SCALE code system. The results for specific fuel and cask-design
configurations and other code systems must be assessed individually.
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5.1 ACTINIDE-ONLY BURNUP CREDIT

The recommendations within the ISG-8 Rev. I guidance' limit the amount of burnup credit to that
available in the actinides only (i.e., fission products are conservatively excluded). The burnup-credit
calculations presented in this section were performed assuming actinide credit only. Therefore, the keg
uncertainties predicted using the different methodologies reflect only the uncertainties in the predicted
actinide concentrations.

5.1.1 Bounding Method

An upper limit on the effect of nuclide uncertainty in a criticality calculation was first estimated using a
bounding approach, whereby the concentrations of the individual burnup-credit nuclides were
conservatively adjusted to reflect the bias and uncertainty in the predicted concentration of each nuclide.
The concentrations for all fissile isotopes were always increased, and all neutron-absorbing isotopes were
simultaneously decreased. In this study, the calculated concentrations (Ci) were conservatively adjusted
such that the value applied in the criticality calculation (M1) was

M = C. (Xi 2s)

where Xi is the average experiment-to-measured ratio for nuclide i, and s is the standard deviation

associated with X . Adjusting the concentrations by two standard deviations (2si) is sufficient to ensure
an adjusted concentration will indeed be conservative with a probability that exceeds 0.97 (for a one-sided
Gaussian distribution). The sign of the standard deviation term is determined such that the adjusted
concentration will yield a more reactive system. This approach will lead to a highly conservative,

bounding estimate of kff for the system. The results presented in this section applied values of Xi from

Table 5 instead of the Xi' values that do not credit positive bias. The effect of bias is addressed

separately in Section 6 using both the Xi and the conservative Xi' values.

All of the important bumup-credit actinides listed in Table I were applied in the criticality analysis.
Additional tolerance factors that account for uncertainty due to the limited sample size may also be
applied in such analyses. Tolerance factors were not applied in this study since the sample population for
the important actinides was sufficiently large that this uncertainty contribution was considered small.
A more detailed discussion of statistical methods and the use of tolerance factors is given in Ref. 4.

The bounding criticality calculations were performed using the STARBUCS25 (tandardized Analysis of
Reactivity Using Burnup Credit in SCALE) burnup-credit code sequence to be released with SCALE 5.
STARBUCS couples the burnup and decay calculations and the criticality calculations within a single
integrated sequence. The burnup calculations within STARBUCS are performed using the ARP and
ORIGEN-S depletion modules of SCALE.26 STARBUCS will perform the criticality calculation using
either the KENO V.a or KENO-VI 3-D Monte Carlo criticality codes.27 All criticality calculations in this
study were performed using KENO V.a and the SCALE 44-group ENDF/B-V-based cross-section library.

The results of the bounding criticality calculations are listed in Table 6 for spent fuel with a fixed initial
enrichment of 3.5 wt % and bumup values extending to 60 GWd/MTU. Criticality calculations using a
uniform axial-burnup profile and a conservative axial-burnup profile are compared. The kff values
calculated using the predicted nuclide concentrations, without any adjustment, are listed as nominal kff
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Table 6 Results of actinide-only bounding criticality calculations

Axial Neutron multiplication factor (keff) Boundin margin
Burnupb profile Best-

Case (GWd/MTU) included Nominal estimate Bounding' AkeTd Aeikeff e

_ I 0 No 1.0561 1.0609 1.0813 0.0204 1.92%

2 20 No 0.9956 0.9991 1.0239 0.0248 2.48%

3 30 No 0.9316 0.9384 0.9681 0.0297 3.16%

4 40 No 0.8774 0.8832 0.9157 0.0325 3.68%

5 50 No 0.8258 0.8340 0.8698 0.0358 4.29%

6 60 No 0.7970 0.8028 0.8410 0.0382 4.76%

7 10 Yes 1.0527 1.0573 1.0765 0.0192 1.82%

8 20 Yes 0.9924 0.9996 1.0213 0.0217 2.17%

9 30 Yes 0.9447 0.9489 0.9738 0.0249 2.62%

10 40 Yes 0.9013 0.9078 0.9352 0.0274 3.02%

l l 50 Yes 0.8647 0.8706 0.9003 0.0297 3.4 1%

12 60 Yes 0.8383 0.8431 0.8753 0.0322 3.82%

a Standard deviation of all KENO V.a kef calculations < 10-3.

b Initial enrichment of 3.5 wt % 235U.

Calculated using bias and uncertainty adjusted concentrations.

d Bounding - best-estimate kef values.

Akf/ keff x 100%, where keff is the best-estimate keff value.
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values in the table. The keg values obtained using the calculated nuclide concentrations, corrected only for

the average bias (e.g., C Xi ) are listed in the table as the best-estimate values. The bounding kffvalues
in Table 6 were calculated using the limiting values for the actinide concentrations. The bounding
margins, calculated as the differences between the bounding and best-estimate keff values, are expressed as
the Akff and as the relative margin, Akef l kff. These margins represent a limiting single-valued estimate
of the maximum possible effect of the nuclide variability on the kff values. It is important to note that the
bounding margins presented in Table 6 include only the effects of nuclide uncertainty, and not bias.

The results indicate that the margin associated with nuclide variability increases with burnup, assuming a
fixed initial enrichment. This is attributed to larger nuclide uncertainties associated with some of the
transuranic actinides (see s values in Table 5) that increase in concentration with burnup. For uniform
axial burnup, the maximum relative margin is about 4.8% for an enrichment of 3.5 wt % and a burnup of
60 GWd/MTU. Note that this burnup is significantly greater than that experienced by typical discharged
commercial fuel with an enrichment of 3.5 wt % (see Figure 2). The results in Table 6 indicate that the
bounding relative margin associated with the actinide uncertainties for a burnup of 40 GWd/MTU, an
average burnup for an initial enrichment of 3.5 wt %, is about 3.4%.

The effect of the nuclide uncertainties simulated with an axial-burnup profile is observed to be somewhat
less than that for uniform axial burnup. The lower burnup near the ends of a fuel assembly, and the
concomitant increase in the flux and fission density near the ends, leads to a strong sensitivity of the
neutron multiplication factor to the compositions near the end of the fuel assembly. Since the effect of
nuclide uncertainties on the neutron multiplication factor is observed to decrease as the burnup decreases,
the effect is also expected to decrease when an axial-burnup profile is applied since the burnup near the
neutronically-important fuel ends will decrease. Based on this observation, the axial profiles that are
most reactive (i.e., those that have large burnup gradients near the ends) are also anticipated to exhibit a
smaller bounding margin. Conversely, the margins derived assuming an assembly-averaged burnup
(uniform distribution) are expected to bound those with a variable axial profile because the average
assembly burnup is always greater than that near the ends of the assembly.

The importance of the actual axial-burnup profile used to calculate a bounding margin is expected to be
small, since the differences observed between the calculations performed using a uniform assembly-
average burnup and a conservative axial-burnup profile are seen to be relatively minor.

5.1.2 Monte Carlo Uncertainty Sampling

In the Monte Carlo method the nuclide concentrations are randomly varied according to their measured
variance, as determined from the nuclide validation results, to simulate the random nature of uncertainty
in the criticality calculation. In this procedure, nominal calculated nuclide concentrations and their
estimated bias and uncertainty (obtained from Table 5) are required input. Nuclide concentrations are
randomly sampled, according to the measured variance, about the best-estimate (bias-corrected)
concentration for each nuclide and applied in a criticality calculation to determine the keff. The criticality
calculations are repeated, randomly sampling new values for the nuclide concentrations used in each
calculation, until a sufficient number of criticality calculations have been run to provide a reliable
estimate of the mean and variance of the distribution of kff results.
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The distribution of the expected concentration of given nuclide Mi can be estimated as follows:

M = C (Xi+ Rsi)

where R. is a random number selected from a normal distribution, i.e., the distribution of R. is not

uniform but has a mean of 0 and a standard distribution of 1. In other words, given adequate sampling,

the mean value of Mi would converge toward the best-estimate value of Ci X , and the distribution of Mi
values would have a standard deviation of si.

The criticality calculations were performed using the KRONOS code. Several important modifications
to the code (as described in Ref. 7) were made for this study: (1) the bias and uncertainty values for the
burnup-credit nuclides used in the KRONOS calculations were updated using the revised evaluations of
56 radiochemical assay experiments (Table 5), (2) tolerance factors to account for uncertainty due to the
sample size were not implemented, (3) all isotopes were sampled assuming a normal probability
distribution, and (4) the method of random sampling for problems involving multiple fissionable regions
applied when simulating variable axial-burnup distributions was corrected. For calculations involving an
axial-burnup profile modeled with many axial zones, the original KRONOS uncertainty sampling scheme
underpredicted the kff uncertainty.

KRONOS calculations were performed using the generic burnup-credit cask model and all burnup-credit
actinides from Table 1. The KENO V.a criticality code and the 44-group ENDF/B-V cross-section
library of SCALE were used for the calculations. In this study, 100 separate criticality simulations were
used to determine the uncertainty associated with a kff value. The nuclide bias and standard deviations
input to KRONOS were the values listed in Table 5. These values are assumed to be independent of
enrichment and burnup.

The KRONOS results are listed in Table 7. The table lists the nominal kff value calculated using
unadjusted nuclide concentrations calculated using SCALE, the best-estimate results obtained using
predicted nuclide concentrations corrected for bias only, and the mean keff value and its associated
uncertainty as derived from the multiple KENO V.a criticality calculations run by KRONOS using the
randomly-varied nuclide concentrations. The keff uncertainty is listed as the ±2cF uncertainty interval of
the kf distribution. The relative uncertainty in the kfej is also listed. Clearly, the mean of the keff
distribution and the best-estimate results should yield the same keff value, and indeed the results are
statistically the same. The 2a uncertainty margin in the kffvalues is plotted in Figure 3 for calculations
performed with a uniform and a variable axial-burnup profile.

The nominal and best-estimate keff results are observed to be statistically the same as the values calculated
using the bounding approach presented in Table 6. This result is expected since both methods are based
on the same nuclide validation data. The results are not exactly equal because of different random
number sequences used in the KENO V.a Monte Carlo calculations. The 2o uncertainty margin
estimated using the Monte Carlo method is significantly smaller than the limiting margins predicted using
the bounding method. The maximum uncertainty margin obtained using the best-estimate method for an
enrichment of 3.5 wt % and burnup of 60 GWd/MTU and a uniform axial burnup is ±0.0 188. Expressed
in relative terms, the margin is ±2.3%. This is compared to the relative margin estimated using the
bounding method of ±4.8% for the same enrichment and burnup. The additional margin imposed by the
bounding method is a result of the highly conservative, but unrealistic method of combining the effects of
individual nuclide variability using a limiting and worst-case approach.
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Table 7 Results of Monte Carlo actinide-only keg uncertainty calculations

Axial Neutron multiplic tion factor (keff)b

Burnup' profile KRONOSc
Case (GWdIMTU) included Nominal Best-estimate mean keff ± 2a (%)

1 I 0 No 1.0572 1.0607 1.0608 ± 0.0136 (1.28%)

2 20 No 0.9960 0.9982 0.9987 ± 0.0130 (1.30%)

3 30 No 0.9334 0.9374 0.9381 ± 0.0136 (1.45%)

4 40 No 0.8763 0.8810 0.8818 ± 0.0146 (1.65%)

5 50 No 0.8283 0.8344 0.8332 ± 0.0158 (1.90%)

6 60 No 0.7965 0.8030 0.8023 ± 0.0188 (2.34%)

7 10 Yes 1.0537 1.0581 1.0573 ± 0.0134 (1.27%)

8 20 Yes 0.9935 0.9982 0.9978 ± 0.0130 (1.30%)

9 30 Yes 0.9448 0.9471 0.9491 ± 0.0126 (1.33%)

10 40 Yes 0.9021 0.9065 0.9066 ± 0.0130 (1.43%)

1 1 50 Yes 0.8644 0.8679 0.8692 ± 0.0134 (1.54%)

12 60 Yes 0.8400 0.8442 0.8451 ± 0.0138 (1.63%)

" Initial enrichment of 3.5 wt % 235U.

h Standard deviation of all KENO V.a kef calculations < 10-3.

Uncertainty estimated from 2a in the distribution of kef values calculated using KRONOS.

An assumption inherent in random sampling is that the uncertainties for the different nuclides are
independent. That is, the uncertainty for any particular nuclide is independent of the uncertainty in
another nuclide. Although the biases are known to be highly dependent, the uncertainties are expected to
be random and independent. The basis for this assumption is explored in more detail in the following
section.

The relative margin (see Figure 3) calculated with an axial-burnup profile are observed to be less than for
a uniform (flat) burnup distribution for bumups exceeding 30 GWd/MTU. Again, this reduction is
attributed to the lower burnup at the end regions of the assembly, which become increasingly important as
the assembly burnup increases. The results indicate that the effect of the nuclide uncertainties derived
using a flat burnup distribution will bound those derived with a variable axial profile.
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Figure 3 Relative margin associated with nuclide uncertainty estimated using the Monte Carlo
sampling method for actinide-only burnup credit. The margin represents the 2o uncertainty interval in the
keff distribution. The results are shown for both a uniform (flat) and an axially-varying (axial) burnup
profile. These results have assumed a fixed initial fuel enrichment of 3.5 wt % 235U.
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5.1.3 Direct Difference Method

The direct difference method applies measured spent fuel nuclide compositions directly in a criticality
calculation and compares the kff results with those obtained using computed nuclide compositions. For
each set of measured burnup-credit actinide compositions, two criticality calculations are performed; one
using the measured concentrations, the other using predicted concentrations. The difference in the keff
results (Ake,) yields a direct measure of the aggregate effect of nuclide bias and uncertainty in the
criticality calculation. The method requires an adequate number of diverse experiments with
measurements for a common set of the major actinides. Provided a sufficient number of such comparisons
can be made, the bias can. be estimated from the mean of the Akeff distribution, and the variance can be
derived from the distribution of the Akeff values about the mean.

The direct difference method does not require any evaluation of the bias or uncertainty in the predicted
concentrations for individual burnup-credit nuclide. Therefore, the methods makes no a priori
assumptions about the potential trends in the nuclide bias and uncertainty with enrichment or burnup.
Similarly, there are no required assumptions that the nuclide uncertainties are independent, or that the
probability distributions of the uncertainties are normally distributed. This method allows the net trends
in the kffbias and the uncertainty to be determined directly from the experimental data.

A practical limitation of this method is that few experiments contain measurements for all of the
important burnup-credit nuclides. However, most sets contain measurements for the important uranium
and plutonium isotopes in Table 1. In this study, several different actinide subsets were considered, each
set consisting of a unique set of burnup-credit actinides. The different actinide sets evaluated in this
report are listed in Table 8. The first subset (Set 1) included only the major uranium and plutonium
isotopes 235u, 236U, 238U, 239Pu, 240Pu, and 241Pu for which measurements (see Table 3) were available for
all 56 spent fuel samples. Combined, these nuclides represent > 90% of the reactivity worth from all
actinides in spent fuel 5 years after discharge. Subsets with additional actinides (minor U and Pu, and Np
and Am) were also evaluated. However, as the number of actinides increases, the number of available
experiments that report measurements for all of the actinides decreases. A judicious selection of the
burnup-credit actinides used in the criticality calculation is required to ensure an adequate number of
comparisons are available to enable a statistically-reliable interpretation of the results. Note that some
actinides considered here may not be recommended for use in burnup credit based on insufficient
reactivity-worth (cross-section) validation. Therefore, availability of radiochemical assay data is not the
only consideration in selecting the bumup-credit actinides used in the criticality calculation.

The measured data for the Obrigheim reactor spent fuel samples do not include 238U, effectively
precluding use of the Obrigheim data by the direct difference method. However, the amount of 238U
depletion in commercial LWR fuel is low (typically < 3%) and consequently the relative uncertainty in
code predictions is small. Therefore, calculated 238U concentrations were used in place of measured
concentrations for the Obrigheim data.

All criticality calculations were performed using the generic 32-assembly bumup-credit cask and fuel
assembly configuration described previously. The measured and calculated nuclide concentrations were
assumed to be uniformly distributed axially and radially in the fuel region (i.e., no axial-burnup profile
was applied). Analyses using an axial-burnup profile are not possible using the direct difference method
because measurements provide data for only a single burnup value. Thus, measurements are not available
for the range of axial-burnup values necessary to simulate an axial profile. As described in Section 5.1. 1,
the assumption of a uniform (flat) bumup results in a larger uncertainty margin compared to an axially-
varying burnup profile, and is therefore conservative.
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Table 8 Burnup-credit actinide sets

Actinides included in the criticality calculations
Actinide na 234u 235u 236u 238u 231pi 2"pU 24OpU 243p 242pu 241Am 243Am 237Np

Set na I Iu-u IPI u m Am N
l 56 x X X X X X

2 28 x X X X x x x x X

3 16 X X X X X X X X X X

4 14 X x x X x x x x x X X

a Total number of samples available in each set.
b X indicates nuclide included in the set.

The keff results for the major burnup-credit actinides in Set I (235U, 236U, 238U, 239Pu, 24OPu, 241Pu) are listed
in Table 9. The table listed the kef values obtained using the measured concentrations for each sample,
and the values obtained using the concentrations as obtained directly from the bumup calculations. The
Akff values are the difference between the keff values using computed and measured actinide
concentrations. The relative difference is also listed for each sample. Negative keff values indicate that
the keff value obtained using the computed actinide concentrations was underpredicted with respect to the
value obtained using measured concentrations. The mean bias was determined from a linear regression fit
of the data, and the ±2o uncertainty interval derived from the distribution of Akeff values and Akej/keff
values about the linear regression fit are listed at the bottom of the table. The relative uncertainty margin
is plotted as a function of sample burnup in Figure 4. The figure shows the linear regression fit and the
+2G uncertainty interval of the data. The trends in the bias and the uncertainty level were found to be
similar for the analysis of both the Akeff and Akep/keff results.

The linear regression fit of the data shown in Figure 4 is constrained to intercept the origin since the
measured and calculated nuclide concentrations approach the same values as the burnup approaches zero.
However, performing the least-squares fit with no intercept constraint still yields an intercept of zero,
within the fit uncertainty, indicating that the data are consistent with this assumption. The fit indicates an
increasingly negative bias in the calculated kf(i.e., a trend to underpredict keji) with bumup. The slope of
the line is small but is statistically significant. The maximum negative bias (&ke) is < 0.01 over the range
of the data. The ±2a relative uncertainty interval of the data is about ±1.8%.

The same data, plotted as a function of initial sample enrichment instead of burnup, are shown in
Figure 5. The results indicate a negative bias trend with increasing enrichment, similar to that seen with
burnup. Note that the deviations for the high-burnup and high-enrichment fuel samples are observed to
be similar to those for the other lower-enrichment samples.

A review of Figures 4 and 5 suggests that two data sets, namely Yankee Rowe and H. B. Robinson 2,
yield erratic results that contribute a large part of the total uncertainty. A review of these experiments
indicates that the H. B. Robinson data were obtained for a fuel rod that was adjacent to both a BPR and a
water hole. Since the SCALE calculations are designed to predict the assembly-averaged neutronic
environment and hence assembly-averaged nuclide compositions, it is perhaps not surprising that larger
deviations are seen for these samples. The Yankee Rowe results exhibit some of the largest
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Table 9 Summary of keff calculations for actinide Set I
_ ~ke

Enrichment Burnup Measured Calculated
Reactor (wt %) (GWdlMTU) isotopics isotopics Akejf Akejj/kgjh

Calvert Cliffs 3.04 44.3 0.7862 0.7850 -0.0012 -0.153%

Calvert ClifIs 3.04 27.4 0.8771 0.8688 -0.0083 -0.946%

Calvert Clifls 3.04 37.1 0.8236 0.8108 -0.0128 -1.554%

Calvert ClifIs 2.72 33.1 0.8037 0.8061 0.0024 0.299%

Calvert Cliffs 2.72 18.7 0.8949 0.8922 -0.0027 -0.302%

Calvert Cliffs 2.72 26.6 0.8481 0.8390 -0.0091 -1.073%

Calvert Cliffs 2.45 46.5 0.6983 0.7017 0.0034 0.487%

Calvert Cliffs 2.45 31.4 0.7663 0.7616 -0.0047 -0.613%

Calvert Clifls 2.45 37.3 0.7364 0.7327 -0.0037 -0.502%

H. B. Robinson 2.56 31.7 0.7975 0.8160 0.0185 2.320%

H. B. Robinson 2.56 28.5 0.8376 0.8272 -0.0104 -1.242%

H. B. Robinson 2.56 23.8 0.8378 0.8487 0.0109 1.301%

H. B. Robinson 2.56 16.0 0.8984 0.8998 0.0014 0.156%

Obrigheim 3.13 25.9 0.9016 0.8966 -0.0050 -0.555%

Obrigheim 3.13 26.5 0.8930 0.8941 0.0011 0.123%

Obrigheim 3.13 28.0 0.8919 0.8836 -0.0083 -0.931%

Obrigheim 3.13 28.4 0.8863 0.8819 -0.0044 -0.496%

Obrigheim 3.13 29.0 0.8874 0.8789 -0.0085 -0.958%

Obrigheim 3.13 29.5 0.8793 0.8755 -0.0038 -0.432%

Takahama-3 4.11 14.3 1.0515 1.0527 0.0012 0.114%

Takahama-3 4.11 24.4 1.0063 1.0072 0.0009 0.089%

Takahama-3 4.11 35.4 0.9667 0.9598 -0.0069 -0.714%

Takahama-3 4.11 36.7 0.9537 0.9437 -0.0100 -1.049%

Takahama-3 4.11 30.4 0.9742 0.9707 -0.0035 -0.359%

Takahama-3 4.11 30.7 0.9811 0.9783 -0.0028 -0.285%

Takahama-3 4.11 42.2 0.9365 0.9303 -0.0062 -0.662%

Takahama-3 4.11 47.0 0.9115 0.9027 -0.0088 -0.965%

Takahama-3 4.11 47.3 0.9066 0.8923 -0.0143 -1 .577%

Takahama-3 4.11 40.8 0.9222 0.9193 -0.0029 -0.314%

Trino Vercellese 3.90 12.0 1.0519 1.0520 0.0001 0.010%
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Table 9 (continued)

k1__a _
Enrichment Burnup Measured Calculated

Reactor (wt %) (GWd/MTU) isotopics isotopics Akeff knaLah

Trino Vercellese 3.13 15.4 0.9851 0.9815 -0.0036 -0.365%

Trino Vercellese 3.13 15.9 0.9766 0.9801 0.0035 0.358%

Trino Vercellese 3.13 11.5 0.9989 0.9993 0.0004 0.040%

Trino Vercellese 3.13 12.9 0.9972 0.9926 -0.0046 -0.461 %

Trino Vercellese 3.13 20.6 0.9623 0.9561 -0.0062 -0.644%

Trino Vercellese 3.13 23.7 0.9448 0.9428 -0.0020 -0.212%

Trino Vercellese 3.13 24.3 0.9451 0.9381 -0.0070 -0.741%

Trino Vercellese 3.13 23.9 0.9483 0.9429 -0.0054 -0.569%

Trino Vercellese 3.13 24.6 0.9431 0.9358 -0.0073 -0.774%

Trino Vercellese 3.13 23.9 0.9529 0.9414 -0.0115 -1.207%

Trino Vercellese 3.13 24.4 0.9423 0.9341 -0.0082 -0.870%

Trino Vercellese 3.13 24.3 0.9534 0.9405 -0.0129 -1.353%

Trino Vercellese 3.13 24.3 0.9464 0.9366 -0.0098 -1.036%

Turkey Point 2.56 30.7 0.8283 0.8289 0.0006 0.072%

Turkey Point 2.56 30.5 0.8232 0.8277 0.0045 0.547%

Turkey Point 2.56 31.6 0.8256 0.8255 -0.0001 -0.012%

Turkey Point 2.56 31.3 0.8257 0.8262 0.0005 0.061%

Turkey Point 2.56 31.3 0.8208 0.8237 0.0029 0.353%

Yankee Rowe 3.40 16.0 1.0236 1.0143 -0.0093 -0.909%

Yankee Rowe 3.40 30.4 0.9891 0.9633 -0.0258 -2.608%

Yankee Rowe 3.40 31.3 0.9827 0.9606 -0.0221 -2.249%

Yankee Rowe 3.40 20.2 1.0097 0.9966 -0.0131 -1.297%

Yankee Rowe 3.40 32.0 0.9798 0.9621 -0.0177 -1.806%

Yankee Rowe 3.40 31.4 0.9759 0.9598 -0.0161 -1.650%

Yankee Rowe 3.40 36.0 0.9421 0.9526 0.0105 1.1 15%

Yankee Rowe 3.40 35.3 0.9385 0.9514 0.0129 1.375%

2 Std deviations (±2 d) ±0.0161 ±1.76%

a Standard deviation of all KENO V.a kff calculations < 10-3.

b Defined as (k, - km)/km x 100%, where km and k, are the kff values based on measured and calculated
nuclide concentrations.
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Figure 4 Relative margin for nuclide uncertainties as a function of sample burnup for six major
actinides, 235U, 236U, 238U, 239Pu, 24OPu, and 2A'Pu, for a generic 32-assembly burnup-credit cask. The
linear regression fit and the ±2a uncertainty interval of the data are also shown.
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Figure 5 Relative margin for nuclide uncertainties as a function of sample enrichment based for
six major actinides, 235u, 236U,238u, 239Pu, 24OPu, and 24'Pu, for a generic 32-assembly burnup-credit cask.
The linear regression fit and the ±2a uncertainty interval of the data are also shown.
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deviations of any data set. The Yankee Rowe reactor used Ag-In-Gd cruciform-type control rods, which
is not typical of modern U.S. PWR nuclear plant operation. Insufficient data were available in the
specifications to accurately model the control rods and therefore they were excluded from the assembly
models. Yankee Rowe assay rod E6-SE-E4 resided in close proximity to the control rods and was
considered to be in a "highly perturbed" flux region. Similarly rod E6-SE-C2 also resided close to a
control rod. However, other samples from assay rod E6-C-F6 residing near the center of the assembly
exhibited equally poor agreement.

The ±2a uncertainty interval of the data, illustrated in Figure 4, has assumed that the uncertainty is
uniform over the range of the data. In other words, the uncertainty has been estimated based on the
deviation of all data points from the mean, regardless of the burnup or enrichment of the spent fuel
samples. Potential trends in the uncertainty were evaluated by plotting the deviation as a function of
burnup. The data were binned into burnup intervals to obtain a sufficient number of data points in each
group to calculate the standard deviation. The results are illustrated in Figure 6. The standard deviation
in each interval is illustrated with all samples included and for a case with the Yankee Rowe samples
excluded because of their large deviations. The standard deviation does not show a strong dependence on
the burnup of the samples. Therefore, the assumption that the uncertainty is uniform over the range of the
data was deemed to be appropriate.

Additional analyses were performed using the direct difference method for different subsets of the
burnup-credit actinides. As the number of actinides included in the criticality analysis increases, the
number of available experiments containing all the desired nuclides decreases. The kff results for actinide
Sets 2, 3, and 4 (see Table 8) are listed in Tables 10-12 and are illustrated in Figures 7-9. These sets
include all of the major uranium and plutonium isotopes from Set I plus combinations of other minor
actinides. Only five samples from the Takahama-3 reactor included all of the burnup-credit actinides
listed in Table 1.

The results illustrate that the different minor actinide sets do not significantly alter the bias in the
predicted kff compared to the value obtained using only the major uranium and plutonium isotopes.
As seen in Figure 1, the relative importance of the actinides not included in Set 1 is low, typically more
than an order of magnitude smaller than the major uranium and plutonium isotopes. An exception is that
for longer cooling times of up to about 100 years, the relative importance of 24'Am (a neutron absorber)
increases significantly.

Actinide sets that excluded the Yankee Rowe or H. B. Robinson results (due to missing actinide
measurements in these sets) yielded smaller variances due to the large variability associated with these
particular experiments. If the Yankee Rowe data are excluded from Set I (because of inadequate control
rod information) the bias is unchanged but the relative uncertainty margin decreases from ±1.8% to about
±1.3%. If the R. B. Robinson results are also excluded (due to poor sample location) the margin is
reduced further to ± 1.0%.

It is interesting to note that the negative trends in the bias and the uncertainties observed using the direct
difference method are similar to those seen in the evaluation of calculational bias and uncertainty

'8determined using critical state point data for 45 commercial reactor critical configurations (CRCs).
However, the analysis of the CRCs includes uncertainty components from both the nuclide concentrations
and the criticality calculation, and the results are therefore not directly comparable to the results in this
study. The CRC results exhibit smaller variability, possibly because the CRC measurements do not
include the potentially large experimental uncertainties associated with the measurement of the nuclide
concentrations.
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Figure 6 Standard deviation of the Akf values from direct difference calculations for different
bumup intervals for the actinides in Set I (major uranium and plutonium nuclides). The results are
illustrated for all spent fuel samples included, and the case with the Yankee Rowe samples removed.
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Table 10 Summary of kff calculations for actinide Set 2

k~ "

Enrichment Burnup Measured Calculated kekb
Reactor (wt %) (GWd/MTU) isotopics isotopics Akejy fpeff

Calvert Cliffs 3.04 37.1 0.8007 0.7914 -0.0093 -1.161%

Calvert Cliffs 3.04 44.3 0.7665 0.7620 -0.0045 -0.587%

Calvert Cliffs 3.04 27.4 0.8647 0.8569 -0.0078 -0.902%

Calvert Cliffs 2.72 26.6 0.8318 0.8249 -0.0069 -0.830%

Calvert Cliffs 2.72 33.1 0.7843 0.7880 0.0037 0.472%

Calvert Cliffs 2.72 18.7 0.8876 0.8826 -0.0050 -0.563%

Calvert Cliffs 2.45 37.3 0.7131 0.7108 -0.0023 -0.323%

Calvert Cliffs 2.45 46.5 0.6660 0.6790 0.0130 1.952%

Calvert Cliffs 2.45 31.4 0.7458 0.7452 -0.0006 -0.080%

Takahama-3 4.11 14.3 1.0516 1.0514 -0.0002 -0.019%

Takahama-3 4.11 24.4 1.0043 1.0048 0.0005 0.050%

Takahama-3 4.11 35.4 0.9578 0.9517 -0.0061 -0.637%

Takahama-3 4.11 36.7 0.9460 0.9391 -0.0069 -0.729%

Takahama-3 4.11 30.4 0.9694 0.9619 -0.0075 -0.774%

Takahama-3 4.11 30.7 0.9788 0.9718 -0.0070 -0.715%

Takahama-3 4.11 42.2 0.9283 0.9209 -0.0074 -0.797%

Takahama-3 4.11 47.0 0.8987 0.8913 -0.0074 -0.823%

Takahama-3 4.11 47.2 0.8939 0.8809 -0.0130 -1.454%

Takahama-3 4.11 40.8 0.9151 0.9118 -0.0033 -0.361%

Trino Vercellese 3.13 12.9 0.9923 0.9895 -0.0028 -0.282%

Trino Vercellese 3.13 20.6 0.9550 0.9502 -0.0048 -0.503%

Trino Vercellese 3.13 23.7 0.9354 0.9387 0.0033 0.353%

Trino Vercellese 3.13 24.3 0.9318 0.9309 -0.0009 -0.097%

Trino Vercellese 3.13 23.9 0.9404 0.9355 -0.0049 -0.521%

Trino Vercellese 3.13 24.5 0.9325 0.9295 -0.0030 -0.322%

Trino Vercellese 3.13 24.4 0.9353 0.9334 -0.0019 -0.203%

Trino Vercellese 3.13 24.3 0.9424 0.9347 -0.0077 -0.817%

Trino Vercellese 3.13 24.3 0.9337 0.9307 -0.0030 -0.321%

2 Std deviations (±2a) +0.0100 ± 1.26%

0 Standard deviation of all KENO V.a kefcalculations < 10.
b Defined as (k,. - k,,)/km x 100%, where k. and k,. are the keffvalues based on measured and calculated

nuclide concentrations.
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Table II Summary of kej calculations for actinide Set 3

ke,
Enrichment Bumup Measured Calculated k Akekffb

Reactor (wt %) (GWd/MTU) isotopics isotopics _________

Takahama-3 4.11 14.3 1.0512 1.0508 -0.0004 -0.04%

Takahama-3 4.11 24.4 1.0034 1.0020 -0.0014 -0.14%

Takahama-3 4.11 35.4 0.9572 0.9523 -0.0049 -0.51%

Takahama-3 4.11 36.7 0.9470 0.9374 -0.0096 -1.01%

Takahama-3 4.11 30.4 0.9681 0.9637 -0.0044 -0.45%

Takahama-3 4.11 30.7 0.9797 0.9710 -0.0087 -0.89%

Takahama-3 4.11 42.2 0.9281 0.9204 -0.0077 -0.83%

Takahama-3 4.11 47.0 0.8969 0.8895 -0.0074 -0.83%

Takahana-3 4.11 47.3 0.8952 0.8784 -0.0168 -1.88%

Takahama-3 4.11 40.8 0.9124 0.9069 -0.0055 -0.60%

Trino Vercellese 3.13 20.6 0.9541 0.9531 -0.0010 -0.10%

Trino Vercellese 3.13 23.7 0.9341 0.9365 0.0024 0.26%

Trino Vercellese 3.13 24.3 0.9340 0.9319 -0.0021 -0.22%

Trino Vercellese 3.13 23.9 0.9397 0.9374 -0.0023 -0.24%

Trino Vercellese 3.13 24.5 0.9296 0.9300 0.0004 0.04%

Trino Vercellese 3.13 24.4 0.9325 0.9301 -0.0024 -0.26%

2 Std deviations (±2) ±0.0072 ± 0.79%

a Standard deviation of all KENO V.a kffcalculations < 10-3.

b Defined as (k, - km)/k,, x 100%, where k,,, and k, are the kffvalues based on measured and calculated
nuclide concentrations.
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Table 12 Summary of kff calculations for actinide Set 4

k.a

Enrichment Burnup Measured Calculated A kff
eactor (wt %) (GWd/MTU) Isotopics isotopicsAkolkgD

Calvert Cliffs 3.04 44.3 0.7959 0.7865 -0.0094 -1.181%

Calvert Cliffs 3.04 27.4 0.7599 0.7548 -0.0051 -0.671%

Calvert Cliffs 3.04 37.1 0.8596 0.8498 -0.0098 -1.140%

Calvert Cliffs 2.72 33.2 0.8253 0.8191 -0.0062 -0.75 1%

Calvert Cliffs 2.72 18.7 0.7813 0.7847 0.0034 0.435%

Calvert Cliffs 2.72 26.6 0.8847 0.8818 -0.0029 -0.328%

Calvert Cliffs 2.45 46.5 0.7072 0.7051 -0.0021 -0.297%

Calvert Cliffs 2.45 31.4 0.6620 0.6734 0.0114 1.722%

Calvert Cliffs 2.45 37.3 0.7433 0.7427 -0.0006 -0.08 1%

Takahama-3 4.11 30.7 0.9729 0.9652 -0.0077 -0.791%

Takahama-3 4.11 42.2 0.9205 0.9145 -0.0060 -0.652%

Takahama-3 4.11 47.0 0.8888 0.8837 -0.0051 -0.574%

Takahama-3 4.11 47.3 0.8866 0.8736 -0.0130 -1.466%

Takahama-3 4.11 40.8 0.9064 0.9039 -0.0025 -0.276%

2 Std deviations (±2) +0.0117 ±1.49%

"Standard deviation of all KENO V.a kel-calculations < 10-3.

h Defined as (k, - km)/km x 100%, where km and ki are the kff values based on measured and calculated
nuclide concentrations.
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Figure 7 Relative margin for nuclide uncertainties as a function of sample burnup for actinides
235U, 236U, 8U 239Pu, 24Pu, 24Pu 242Pu, and 24Am in actinide Set 2, for a generic 32-assembly burnup-
credit cask. The linear regression fit and the ±2a uncertainty interval of the data are also shown.
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Figure 8 Relative margin for nuclide uncertainties as a function of sample burnup for actinides
235u, 236U, 238U, 239Pu, 24Pu, 24'Pu, 242Pu, 24Am, and 243Am in actinide Set 3, for a generic 32-assembly
burnup-credit cask. The linear regression fit and the ±2cy uncertainty interval of the data are also shown.
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Figure 9 Relative margin for nuclide uncertainties as a function of sample burnup for all
important burnup-credit actinides, except 243Am, in actinide Set 4, for a generic 32-assembly burnup-
credit cask. The linear regression fit and the ±2a uncertainty interval of the data are also shown.
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The margin to account for nuclide uncertainty predicted using the direct difference results are based on
experimental data with a relatively wide range of enrichments and burnup values. In most cases (but not
all) the sample burnup was commensurate with the initial enrichment. That is, as the enrichments
increase, so do the discharge bumnup values. The measured data, and therefore the nuclide bias and
uncertainties, reflect a proportionality between the enrichment and burnup. The uncertainties estimated
previously using the Monte Carlo sampling method in Section 5.1.2 assumed a variable burnup but used a
fixed initial enrichment of 3.5 wt %. Therefore, the enrichment and burnup combinations used in the
Monte Carlo methods are not representative of typical variation in discharged fuel. The margin
determined using the Monte Carlo approach for a bumnup of 40 GWd/MTU, and burnup, level typical for
an enrichment of 3.5 wt %, is about 1.7%. Note that this value is in good agreement with direct
difference results of about 1.8% over the range of all experimental data. The agreement in the margins
estimated using these independent methods provides strong evidence supporting the assumption that
uncertainties in nuclides concentrations used in burnup-credit calculations can be treated independently.

5.1.4 Sensitivity/Uncertainty M~ethodl

The S/U method provides an alternate approach for obtaining estimates of subcritical margin to account
for the variability in the nuclide concentrations. The sensitivity-based method was introduced, and
sensitivity terms were previously defined in Section 3.2. The method is similar to the Monte Carlo
sampling method in that the bias and uncertainty of each nuclide on the k value are evaluated on a
nuclide-by-nuclide basis. The combined uncertainty from all nuclides is estimated by assuming the
uncertainty associated with each nuclide is independent of the other nuclides. The validity of this
assumption is supported by the good agreement observed between the margin estimated using the direct
difference method, and that obtained with the Monte Carlo uncertainty sampling method, described in the
previous sections.

The SEN35 sequence was used to calculate relative sensitivity coefficients for the nuclide concentrations
applied in the KENO V.a 3-D cask criticality model for the generic 32-assembly burnup-credit cask.
The sensitivity coefficients calculated for the important burnup-credit actinides in spent fuel with a fixed
initial enrichment of 3.5 wt % and burnup values from IO to 60 GWdlMTU are listed in Appendix B.
A cooling time of 5 years was assumed (i.e., actinide compositions associated with a 5-year cooling time
were applied in the SEN35 sensitivity calculations). Nuclides with a positive sensitivity coefficient
indicate net neutron production (i.e., an increase in the concentration increases the neutron multiplication
factor), while negative coefficients indicate net neutron absorption. Sensitivity coefficients were
calculated for both a uniformn (Table B. ) and for an axially-varying (Table B.2) burnup profile. Given a
nuclide i with a standard deviation, si, (obtained from Table 5), the relative effect of the uncertainty on the
neutron multiplication factor is given by

Aki _ Si) Si

k tXji)

where S is the sensitivity coefficient for nuclide i The total uncertainty from all nuclides is estimated by
combining the individual contributions such that

Ak Si }
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The margin predicted using the sensitivity method for actinide-only calculations, with and without an
axial-burnup profile, is plotted in Figure 10. The margins are very similar to those obtained using the
Monte Carlo methods presented in Section 5.1.2. Combining the reactivity effect for individual nuclides
using an additive approach (results presented in Appendix B) yields subcritical margins for nuclide
uncertainty that are very close to the values obtained using the bounding approach as presented in
Section 5.1.1.

The sensitivity method combines the uncertainty contributions from individual nuclide to obtain an
overall subcritical margin. The sensitivity coefficients, combined with nuclide uncertainty data, can be
used to readily identify the nuclides making the largest contributions to the total nuclide uncertainty in a
criticality calculation. This information may also be used to rank the nuclides in terms of where
additional research effort is needed to reduce the overall level of nuclide uncertainty in burnup-credit
calculations.

5.1.5 Observations

Figure 11 compares the limiting margin from the bounding analysis results with the margins predicted
using the different best-estimate techniques for the uniform-axial-bumup case. The results from the
Monte Carlo and sensitivity methods are very similar. The 2a relative margin for nuclide variability is
about 1.2% at 10 GWd/MTU, increasing to 2.3% at 60 GWd/MTU. Similar agreement between the best-
estimate methods was also found for calculations with an axial-burnup profile. The margins predicted
with an axial-burnup profile are smaller than those without a profile for burnups greater than about
30 GWd/MTU. The margin predicted using best-estimate methods for a burnup of 60 GWd/MTU is
1.6% with an axial-burnup profile, compared to 2.3% with a flat axial profile (e.g., see Table 7).

The best-estimate uncertainty margins, determined using a 2a criteria, ensure a likelihood greater than
0.97 that the combined effects of nuclide uncertainty will not exceed the margin. The limiting margins
predicted using a bounding approach are approximately two times larger than the margins predicted by
the best-estimate methods. Thus, the bounding margin is equivalent to the best-estimate uncertainty
determined using about a 4a confidence interval. The likelihood that a given set of computed nuclide
concentrations will not exceed the bounding margin is roughly 0.99996, illustrating the degree to which
the bounding method is conservative.

The direct difference results, simulated for a uniform axial-burnup distribution only, exhibit a relatively
uniform standard deviation (margin for uncertainty) over the range of all experimental data. The increase
in the margin with increasing burnup found in the Monte Carlo and the sensitivity results is not evident in
the direct difference results. However, there is an important distinction between the direct difference
method and the other analysis methods. The direct difference results are derived from experimental data
for a wide range of enrichments and burnup values. In most cases (but not all) the sample burnup is
commensurate with the initial enrichment. That is, as the enrichment increases, so does the discharge
burnup. The results, therefore, reflect a proportionality between the enrichment and burnup. However,
the Monte Carlo and sensitivity calculations were illustrated for cases with variable burnup and afixed
initial enrichment. Therefore, the results in the low-burnup regime reflect the uncertainty for fuel that has
not achieved a typical burnup, while the results in the high-burnup regime reflect fuel that is overburned
with respect to the initial enrichment, as compared to typical discharged fuel. The margins determined
from the ±2; uncertainty interval of the Monte Carlo uncertainty method for a burnup of 40 GWd/MTU,
a value commensurate with the initial enrichment of 3.5 wt % 235U used in the analysis, is about ± 1.7%.
This value is in good agreement with the value of ± 1.8% derived using the direct difference method.
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The bounding method yields upper limit margins that are significantly larger than those predicted using
the best-estimate methods. Although all methods used the same nuclide uncertainty data, the bounding
method yielded a larger margin because of the highly-conservative method of combining the uncertainties
of individual nuclides. The bounding approach leads to a limiting margin that is typically a factor of two
times larger than the best-estimate methods for actinide-only bumup-credit calculations.
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Figure 10 Relative margins for nuclide uncertainties estimated using sensitivity methods for
actinide-only burnup credit. The margins represent the net effect of a 2a variability in the computed
nuclide concentrations. The results are shown for both a uniform (flat) and an axially-varying burnup
profile, and a fixed initial fuel enrichment of 3.5 wt % 235U.
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Figure 11 Relative margins for nuclide variability estimated using the limiting bounding method,
and best-estimate methods for actinide-only burnup credit and a uniform (flat) axial burnup.
The bounding, Monte Carlo (MC) and sensitivity/uncertainty (S/U) margins were all generated assuming
a fixed initial enrichment of 3.5 wt % 235U.
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5.2 ACTINIDE AND FISSION-PRODUCT CREDIT

The ISG-8 Rev. I guidance on burnup credit excludes credit for fission products. However, an estimate
of the additional reactivity margin available from the fission products by the applicant is recommended.
The fission products, individually, have a small effect on the neutron multiplication factor than the
actinides. Collectively, fission products represent about 25% of the total reactivity of SNF in a cask
configuration. The most important fission products in criticality calculations are listed in Table I (also
see Figure I). These nucl ides are considered to be most important to dry storage and transport cask
criticality safety analyses. The relative importance of these nuclides will vary to some degree, depending
on the enrichment, burnup, and cooling time. This section briefly examines some of the difficulties
associated with implementing fission-product credit, and estimates the margin associated with
uncertainties in the nuclide concentrations for actinide and fission-product burnup credit calculations.

The quantity of measured isotopic assay data for the fission products is considerably less than that
available for the actinides, and for some important fission products (e.g., 95Mo, 109Ag, and ' " Ru) there are
no known sources of publicly-available assay data. The limited quantity of data makes validation of the
fission products difficult, and ultimately will lead to an increased uncertainty in the predicted nuclide
concentrations. Consequently, the amount of negative reactivity that can ultimately be credited from
fission products is likely to be limited until additional measured data are acquired.

The nuclide uncertainties derived in this report are based on the standard deviation of the measured and
calculated nuclide concentrations alone. Tolerance factors that account for the additional uncertainty
component due to a limited sample size were not applied in this study to either the actinides or the fission-
product uncertainty estimates. Although such tolerance factors will have a minimal impact on the
actinides because of the relatively large number of samples available, tolerance factors will increase the
fission-product uncertainties. Therefore, the effect of fission-product uncertainties estimated in this report
likely underestimate the effect as compared to results based on statistical analyses that include the use of
tolerance factors.

The published spent fuel radiochemical assay programs containing results for the fission products
important in bumup credit are limited primarily to Calvert Cliffs ATM-104 (assembly D047) and the
more recent Takahama-3 measurements. Several other experiments (e.g., KRI) include some fission-
product measurements. The experiments containing fission-product data are summarized in Table 4 and
were discussed previously in Section 4. The burnup-credit fission-product nuclides with measured data
(excluding H3Rh, which has only one measurement) represent about 80% of the total reactivity worth
available from all fission products listed in Table 1.

The margins associated with nuclide uncertainties in calculations using both actinide and fission-product
credit were estimated using the bounding method, and the Monte Carlo sampling and S/U methods used
previously for the actinide-only calculations. The direct difference approach cannot be applied currently
to the fission products because of the limited amount of nuclide validation data. The direct difference
method requires a relatively large set of experiments containing a common set of measured nuclides.
The Monte Carlo sampling and sensitivity methods, however, do not require such a common data set, and
utilize all available measurements from different experiments.

In this study of the fission products, the nuclides 99Tc, 1' 3Rh, 133CS, 43Nd, 145Nd, 147sm, '49Sm, 50 Sm,
'5' Sm, 152Sm, '15Eu, '53Eu, and 155Gd were included in the criticality calculations. The one 103Rh
measurement provides an estimate of the calculational bias, but precludes an estimate of the standard
deviation since only one measurement is available. For the purposes of this illustrative study, the relative
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standard deviation of the calculated 103h concentration was assumed to be nominally ±30%. The
nuclides with no measured data, 95Mo, ' 09Ag, and °'Ru, were excluded from the criticality analysis.

The results using a bounding approach for actinide and fission-product burnup credit, calculated with a
uniform and an axial-burnup profile, are listed in Table 13. The limiting margins associated with the
nuclide variability is almost two times larger than the margins observed for the actinide-only calculations
for high-burnup fuel. For calculations with a uniform (flat) axial burnup of 60 GWd/MTU, the relative
margin is about ±8.4%, compared to about ±4.8% for actinide-only burnup credit. The increase is
attributed to the relatively large uncertainty for many of the fission products. For the calculations with an
axial-burnup profile and assembly-averaged burnup of 60 GWd/MTU, the relative margin decreases to
+5.9%, compared to ±3.8% for actinide-only burnup credit. As discussed previously, these results do not
include additional fission-product uncertainty to account for the limited number of fission-product
measurements (i.e., tolerance factors). If tolerance factors were applied, the total uncertainty with fission-
product credit could be considerably larger than that found in this study.

The results of the Monte Carlo uncertainty sampling calculations performed using the KRONOS code
with actinide and fission-product burnup credit are listed in Table 14. The results also indicate that the
margin for nuclide uncertainty is larger when fission products are included. However, the increase is
observed to be much less than that seen using the bounding method. The maximum relative margin
estimated using the Monte Carlo sampling method with actinide and fission-product credit and a uniform
axial burnup was ±3.0%, compared to ±2.2% when only the actinides are credited. The margins for
calculations that use an axial-burnup profile are again observed to be smaller than those for the uniform
axial-burnup cases.

The uncertainties estimated using sensitivity methods for actinide and fission-product credit are tabulated
in Appendix B. Table B.3 lists the burnup-dependent relative sensitivity coefficients calculated using the
SEN35 sequence of SCALE, and Table B.4 lists the relative effect on the kef due to the variability in the
individual burnup-credit actinide and fission-product nuclides. The aggregate effect is estimated as the
root sum square of the individual effects (i.e., independent uncertainties). The values are observed to be
in good agreement with the values predicted by the Monte Carlo method. The results obtained by
additively combining the individual uncertainties are also listed.

Figure 12 compares the margin predicted using the different uncertainty propagation methods for the
uniform axial-burnup case. The results for an axial-burnup profile are illustrated in Figure 13. The
margins predicted using the independent best-estimate methods yield nearly identical results for the
uniform axial-bumup and axially-varying burnup profiles. The relative margin predicted using best-
estimate methods ranges from about ±1.6% at 10 GWd/MTU to ±3.2% at 60 GWdlMTU for a fixed
initial enrichment of 3.5 wt % and a uniform axial burnup. The maximum relative margin at
60 GWd/MTU decreases from ±3.2% to about ±2.0% when the axial-burnup profile is applied.
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Table 13 Results of actinide plus fission product bounding criticality calculations

Axial kelfa Bounding margin
Burnupb profile Best-

Case (GWd/MTU) included Nominal estimate BoundingC _Ake'kef/

l 10 No 1.0207 1.0245 1.0555 0.0310 3.03%

2 20 No 0.9406 0.9438 0.9837 0.0399 4.23%

3 30 No 0.8619 0.8679 0.9145 0.0466 5.37%

4 40 No 0.7945 0.7997 0.8527 0.0530 6.63%

5 50 No 0.7384 0.7430 0.7982 0.0552 7.43%

6 60 No 0.7016 0.7062 0.7645 0.0583 8.26%

7 10 Yes 1.0146 1.0201 1.0513 0.0312 3.06%

8 20 Yes 0.9480 0.9509 0.9858 0.0349 3.67%

9 30 Yes 0.8903 0.8960 0.9327 0.0367 4.10%

10 40 Yes 0.8438 0.8471 0.8895 0.0424 5.01%

11 50 Yes 0.8010 0.8059 0.8486 0.0427 5.30%

12 60 Yes 0.7710 0.774 0.8195 0.0457 5.91%

a Standard deviation of all KENO V.a keff calculations < 10-3.

b Initial enrichment of 3.5 wt % 235U.

c Calculated using bias and uncertainty adjusted concentrations.

d Best-estimate - bounding values.

Akeff / keff x 100%, where kiw is the best-estimate keff value.
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Table 14 Results of Monte Carlo actinide plus fission-product uncertainty calculations

Axial Neutron multiplication factor (keg) a
Burnup profile KRONOSc

Case (GWdIMTU) included Nominal Best-estimate mean kr ± 2 Gy (%)

I1I 0 No 1.0198 1.0253 1.0252 ± 0.0162 (1.58%)

2 20 No 0.9393 0.9457 0.9447 ± 0.0158 (1.67%)

3 30 No 0.8634 0.8693 0.8689 ± 0.0194 (2.03%)

4 40 No 0.7967 0.7997 0.8010±0.0210 (2.42%)

5 50 No 0.7389 0.7430 0.7438 ± 0.0220 (2.82%)

6 60 No 0.7038 0.7064 0.7078 ± 0.0110 (3.11%)

7 10 Yes 1.0169 1.0223 1.0205 ± 0.0156 (1.53%)

8 20 Yes 0.9463 0.9498 0.9511 ± 0.0152 (1.60%)

9 30 Yes 0.8901 0.8941 0.8951 ± 0.0150 (1.68%)

10 40 Yes 0.8414 0.8477 0.8470 ± 0.0150 (1.77%)

1 1 50 Yes 0.7998 0.8036 0.8042 ± 0.0150 (1.87%)

12 60 Yes 0.7706 0.7757 0.7756 ± 0.0152 (1.96%)

a Standard deviation of KENO V.a keff calculations < I0--.

A Initial enrichment of 3.5 wt % 235U.

2a value is the standard deviation from the distribution of keff values.
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Figure 12 Relative margins for nuclide variability estimated using the limiting bounding method,
and best-estimate Monte Carlo (MC) sampling, and sensitivity/uncertainty (S/U) methods for actinide and
fission-product burnup credit and a uniform (flat) axial burnup. The criticality calculations were
performed using a generic bumup-credit cask and assumed a fixed initial enrichment of 3.5 wt % 235U.
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Figure 13 Relative margins for nuclide variability estimated using the limiting bounding method,
and best-estimate Monte Carlo (MC) sampling, and sensitivity/uncertainty (S/U) methods for actinide and
fission-product burnup credit and an axially-varying bumup profile. The criticality calculations were
performed using a generic burnup-credit cask and assumed a fixed initial enrichment of 3.5 wt % 235U.
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6 BIAS RESULTS

The analyses, in the preceding section, deal primarily with the evaluation of the subcritical margin to
account for the effects of nuclide uncertainties in the criticality calculations. However, in addition to
accounting for the uncertainty, the bias must also be considered. Based on the results presented in
Section 5, the overall effect of nuclide bias, on average, is observed to be negative (the calculated neutron
multiplication factor is underpredicted). The direct difference results suggest an increasingly negative
bias trend with increasing burnup. The relative magnitude of the bias effect on the neutron multiplication
factor for actinide-only burnup credit is observed to be less than 1% in kej over the full range of the
experimental data.

The nuclide bias may be estimated directly using the results of the direct difference calculations and
applied as an additional subcritical margin in the criticality calculation. Alternatively, the effect of bias
may be considered by adjusting the predicted nuclide concentrations based on the average bias observed
in the nuclide validation results. That is, the average bias for each nuclide i is applied to improve the
calculated concentration using the relationship:

C = Cxi

where C* is the bias-adjusted concentration, Ci is the calculated concentration, and (X ) is the

experiment-to-measured ratio. The X values in Table 5 were derived from the average bias of all
samples. There was no attempt in this study to identify potential trends in nuclide bias with the burnup or
enrichment of the sample. Such a task would be a significant undertaking, and would be complicated by
the limited size of the experimental database. This section evaluates the validity of using average nuclide
bias factors, as presented in Table 5, to represent the effect of bias on the neutron multiplication factor
over the enrichment and burnup range covered by the experimental data.

6.1 ACTINIDE-ONLY BURNUP CREDIT

To estimate the effect of nuclide bias for actinide-only burnup-credit calculations, actinide concentrations
predicted by the burnup calculations were applied directly in the criticality calculation. The calculations
were then repeated using the calculated concentrations adjusted for the average nuclide bias as presented
in Table 5. The effect of the nuclide bias was then quantified as the difference in the keff values (Akff).
For the initial bias calculations, the conservatively adjusted nuclide bias factors, X , were applied.
That is, no positive bias was credited in the analysis. The calculations were performed over an
enrichment range from 2.4 to 4.5 wt %. For each enrichment, burnup values were selected that were
representative of the lower-, mid-, and high-burnup fuel as determined from inventory of discharged PWR
assemblies in the U.S. The low- and high-burnup values used in the analysis were 10 GWd/MTU lower
and 10 GWd/MTU higher than the average-burnup value, respectively. The range is sufficient to cover
the vast majority of discharged fuel.

The results of the actinide-only calculations are listed in Table 15 and illustrated in Figure 14. The
predicted margin for the nuclide bias in the table is expressed as the Akeff value and as Akff/Akeff. The
relative margin for bias over all evaluated enrichment and burnup combinations is between -0.5 and
-1.0%. The margins in Figure 14 are observed to be relatively constant with increasing enrichment. For
example, the relative margin is between -0.7 and -0.9% for each enrichment value assuming average
(typical) burnup values. In obtaining these results, the burnup was increased as the enrichment increased.
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Table 15 Results of nuclide bias calculations for actinide-only burnup credit

k.1 Bias rgin
Enrichment Bumup Bias-

Case (wt % 235U) (GWd/MTU) Nominal corrected Akefl' ____ff

I 2.4 1 5 0.9178 0.9231 -0.0053 -0.57%

2 2.4 25 0.8564 0.8635 -0.0071 -0.82%

3 2.4 35 0.8063 0.8133 -0.0070 -0.86%

4 2.8 20 0.9294 0.9348 -0.0054 -0.57%

5 2.8 30 0.8692 0.8751 -0.0059 -0.67%

6 2.8 40 0.8190 0.8249 -0.0059 -0.72%

7 3.2 25 0.9375 0.9423 -0.0048 -0.51%

8 3.2 35 0.8773 0.8834 -0.0062 -0.70%

9 3.2 45 0.8282 0.8341 -0.0058 -0.70%

10 3.6 30 0.9433 0.9478 -0.0046 -0.48%

11 3.6 40 0.8855 0.8922 -0.0067 -0.75%

12 3.6 50 0.8355 0.8411 -0.0056 -0.66%

13 3.9 35 0.9387 0.9437 -0.0050 -0.53%

14 3.9 45 0.8825 0.8891 -0.0066 -0.74%

15 3.9 55 0.8345 0.8417 -0.0072 -0.86%

16 4.2 40 0.9345 0.9394 -0.0049 -0.52%

17 4.2 50 0.8799 0.8858 -0.0059 -0.66%

18 4.2 60 0.8399 0.8457 -0.0058 -0.69%

19 4.5 45 0.9302 0.9346 -0.0043 -0.46%

20 4.5 55 0.8778 0.8837 -0.0060 -0.67%

Standard deviation of all KENO V.a k(.ff calculations < 10-3.

h Nominal - bias-corrected values.

Akeff/ kffx 100%, where keff is the bias-corrected keg value.
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Figure 14 Relative margins for nuclide bias for actinide-only burnup credit. The results were
based on bias-adjusted nuclide concentrations that conservatively did not credit positive bias.
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In general, the negative bias margin for a fixed enrichment value is seen to increase with burnup. For
example, the relative margin estimated for 3.9 wt % fuel increases from about -0.5 % at 35 GWd/MTU to
-0.9 % at 55 GWd/MTU.

The results obtained by adjusting the individual nuclide concentrations can be compared to the margin
predicted using the direct difference calculations presented in Section 5 to provide verification of the
approach. The direct difference results provide a realistic measure of the bias that does not assume that
individual nuclide bias estimates are constant over the enrichment and burnup range. The bias predicted
in the direct difference calculations was assumed to be linear with enrichment and burnup, and was
constrained to go to zero at the origin (zero burnup) since there is no calculational bias associated with the
use of fresh-fuel compositions. The magnitude of the bias margin is observed to be comparable between
the two independent methods. However, the margins in the direct difference method increase with
burnup, whereas the bias observed with bias-adjusted nuclide concentrations remains relatively constant
with enrichment and burnup. This effect is attributed to the use of a constant average nuclide bias

(e.g., X factors) to adjust the calculated concentrations, rather than evaluating the potential burnup and
enrichment dependence of the nuclide biases.

As the burnup approaches zero, it is expected that the approach will overpredict the actual bias.
At higher-bumup values, the biases predicted by both methods are observed to be in reasonably good
agreement. The maximum relative bias estimated for a burnup of 50 GWd/MTU using the direct
difference method is -0.76%. This can be compared to the results obtained using bias-adjusted nuclide
concentrations that range from -0.46 to -0.86 over the burnup interval from 45 to 55 GWd/MTU (value
depends on the enrichment value used in the calculation). Extrapolation beyond the burnup range of the
experimental data (about 50 GWdIMTU), the direct difference method predicts an increasingly negative
bias. However, this is not observed in the results obtained with bias-adjusted nuclide concentrations, a
procedure that leads to a relatively constant bias effect.

The bias calculations described were repeated using the unadjusted bias factors ( X ) listed in Table 5 that
credit positive nuclide bias. These results yielded a net bias effect that was statistically the same as the

results obtained using the conservative ( X') bias values. That is, the keff results were the same, within the
uncertainty of the KENO V.a criticality calculations. This result is expected since the majority of the
burnup-credit nuclide concentrations are negatively biased in terms of the reactivity effect. The
exceptions (236U, 238Pu, 24OPu) exhibit a small positive bias, or have a relatively small effect on the neutron
multiplication factor.

6.2 ACTINIDE AND FISSION-PRODUCT CREDIT

The effect of nuclide bias was also estimated for calculations involving actinide and fission-product
credit. The average fission-product nuclide bias values were obtained from Table 5. Unlike the actinide-
only calculations, the results obtained with fission products cannot be independently verified with results
from the direct difference method because of the very limited quantity of experimental fission-product
assay data that precludes extending the use of the direct difference method to fission products.
Nevertheless, the fission-product results obtained using the bias-adjusted nuclide concentrations are
included in this section for illustrative purposes only. Fission-product credit is not recommended until
such time as the experimental database is expanded to allow adequate nuclide validation.

The results of the actinide and fission product criticality calculations are listed in Table 16 and are
illustrated in Figure 15. Again, the margin associated with nuclide bias was expressed as the Ak,11 value
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Table 16 Effect of nuclide bias for actinide and fission-product burnup credit

k, a Bias nmarin
Enrichment Burnup Bias-

Case (wt % 23'U) (GWd/MTU) Nominal corrected Ake, Akefikefi C

1 2.4 15 0.8719 0.8788 -0.0069 -0.78%

2 2.4 25 0.7947 0.8026 -0.0079 -0.98%

3 2.4 35 0.7336 0.7427 -0.0092 -1.23%

4 2.8 20 0.8737 0.8812 -0.0075 -0.85%

5 2.8 30 0.8002 0.8085 -0.0083 -1.03%

6 2.8 40 0.7397 0.7485 -0.0087 -1.17%

7 3.2 25 0.8742 0.8823 -0.0081 -0.92%

8 3.2 35 0.8024 0.8119 -0.0095 -1.17%

9 3.2 45 0.7440 0.7532 -0.0092 -1.22%

10 3.6 30 0.8731 0.8820 -0.0089 - 1.00%

11 3.6 40 0.8049 0.8151 -0.0103 -1.26%

12 3.6 50 0.7464 0.7560 -0.0096 -1.27%

13 3.9 35 0.8619 0.8721 -0.0102 -1.17%

14 3.9 45 0.7961 0.8065 -0.0104 -1.28%

15 3.9 55 0.7408 0.7516 -0.0108 -1.43%

16 4.2 40 0.8536 0.8624 -0.0088 - 1.02%

17 4.2 50 0.7897 0.8004 -0.0107 -1.34%

18 4.2 60 0.7436 0.7548 -0.0111 -1.48%

19 4.5 45 0.8421 0.8530 -0.0109 -1.28%

20 4.5 55 0.7830 0.7928 -0.0098 -1.24%

a Standard deviation of all KENO V.a keff calculations < 10-3.

b Nominal - bias-corrected values.

c Akeff/ kffx 100%, where kffis the bias-corrected keff value.
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Figure 15 Relative margins for nuclide bias for actinide and fission-product burnup credit. The
results were based on bias-adjusted nuclide concentrations that conservatively did not credit positive bias.
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and as Akeff/Akeff The results indicate that there is a larger negative bias associated with the use of fission
products. However, further investigation indicated that the majority of the increase is associated with the

use of the conservative nuclide bias factors X1 that do not credit positive bias. When the calculations
were repeated using unadjusted nuclide bias factors the net margin for bias was similar to that observed in
the actinide-only calculations.
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7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This report has explored several alternative strategies for propagating the effects of nuclide uncertainty to
the predicted neutron multiplication factor, kf, in burnup-credit calculations. Section 3 described a
conventional bounding method and several different best-estimate methods that can be used to provide
more realistic estimates of the margin associated with effects of nuclide uncertainty. Section 4 provided a
review of currently available radiochemical assay data for PWR spent fuel, and summarized the results of
nuclide validation studies performed using the SCALE code system. In Section 5, the nuclide
uncertainties, determined from the comparisons of computed and measured nuclide concentration in
Section 4, were used to predict the margin associated with the nuclide uncertainties using the bounding
and best-estimate strategies.

The bounding method, while easy to implement and clearly easy to defend as conservative, results in
limiting and unrealistically large margins to account for nuclide variability. The method of propagating
the effects of nuclide uncertainties in the bounding method overestimates the real importance of nuclide
uncertainties on the predicted kff and precludes a realistic evaluation of the real subcritical margin.

Several different best-estimate strategies for combining and propagating nuclide uncertainties have been
evaluated in this report and compared for a burnup-credit analysis of a prototype burnup-credit rail-type
cask. The best-estimate methods enable a more accurate estimate of the effects of nuclide uncertainty by
realistically simulating the effects of random variability in the nuclide concentrations.

The effects of nuclide uncertainty were addressed separately (Section 5) from the bias (Section 6) which
is a non-random systematic error. However, both components must ultimately be considered in
determining an appropriately conservative margin of subcriticality in a criticality calculation. The
separate evaluation of the uncertainty and bias in this report enables the criticality analysis to exclude
credit for positive nuclide bias (recommended practice in nuclear criticality safety).

For actinide-only burnup credit calculations the margins for nuclide uncertainty predicted using best-
estimate methods were about one half the limiting margins predicted using the bounding method. When
fission products were included in the analysis the benefits of the best-estimate methods were even larger.

The ISG-8 Rev. I guidance recommends a limit on the amount of credit for burnup to 40 GWd/MTU or
less, and recommends a loading offset (additional penalty) for fuel with an initial enrichment between
4 and 5 wt %. The recommended limits were based to a large extent on the lack of radiochemical assay
data above 40 GWd/MTU and 4 wt % (the majority of enrichments were less than 3.2 wt %) that were
available for code validation at the time the guidance was issued. The recent publication and analysis of
the Takahama-3 PWR radiochemical assay data significantly extends the range of the validation database.
The nuclide validation results performed with the SCALE system using the Takahama-3 data suggest that
nuclide uncertainties are comparable to those observed in the lower enrichment and lower-burnup
samples. These results suggest that the nuclide uncertainties for SNF exceeding 4 wt % and
40 GWd/MTU are expected to be similar to SNF below these limits. A more quantitative analysis of the
uncertainties and trends in the data are provided in Section 5.

The above findings have potentially important implications for the ISG-8 Rev. I guidance and may
provide a technical basis to support increased utilization of burnup credit for transportation and storage
casks.

The margins for nuclide uncertainty presented in this study are intended for illustrative purposes only and
cannot be applied directly to other criticality assessments. The cases are given as examples to
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Summary and Conclusions Section 7

demonstrate the potential benefits of using best-estimate uncertainty analysis methods. The results
presented in this report are based on a generic rail-type burnup-credit cask and were performed using the
SCALE code system and nuclear data libraries. Results for other configurations and code systems must
be assessed separately. Also, a more rigorous statistical analysis of the isotopic validation data may be
required for safety analysis applications, such as the development and application of tolerance intervals,
which were not considered in this study. Nevertheless, the benefits of best-estimate methods illustrated in
this report are expected to be similar for other configurations and code systems.
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la
CD
1=
XTable A. 1 Experimental actinide assay results

Fuel Enr. Burnup Experimental concentrations (mg/g U initial)
Data Reactor Assembly Sanple ID (g/cm3) (we/.) (GWd/t) -U 235 JU 236U 231 sUJ 2 7

p 
238

pu 
239pu 2 40

pu 
241Pu 242

pu 241AI 243Am

I Trino Vercelles

2 Trino Vercelles

3 Trino Vercelles

4 Trino Vercelles

S Trino Vercelles

6 Trino Vercelles

7 Trino Vercelles

8 Tino Vercelles

-.4 9 Trino Vercelles

10 Trino Vercelles

11 Trino Vercelles

12 Trino Vercelles

13 Trino Vercelles

14 Trino Vercelles

15 Turkey Point

16 Turkey Point

17 Turkey Point

I8 Turkey Point

19 Turkey Point

509-104

509-032

509-032

509-032

509-069

509-069

509-069

509-069

509-069

509-069

509-069

509-069

509-069

509-069

DOI

DOI

DOI

D04

D04

Mll-7

El1-4

Ei1-7

El 1-9

Ell-I

E1-2

El 1.4

El 1-7

E5-4

E5-7

LI 1-4

LI1-7

L5 4

L5-7

G9

G10

H9

G9

G10

10.079

10.079

10.079

10.079

10.079

10.079

10.079

10.079

10.079

10.079

10.079

10.079

10.079

10.079

10.235

10.235

10.235

10.235

10.235

3.897

3.13

3.13

3.13

3.13

3.13

3.13

3.13

3.13

3.13

3.13

3.13

3.13

3.13

2.556

2.556

2.556

2.556

2.556

12.042

15.377

15.898

11.529

12.859

20.602

23.718

24.304

23.867

24.548

23.928

24.362

24.33

24.313

30.72

30.51

31.56

31.26

31.31

- 26.620 2.736 951.30

- 17.280 2.834 955.80

- 16.610 2.739 955.80

- 20.170 2.502 959.50

- 19.460 2.453 958.70

- 14.360 3.317 951.80

- 12.480 3.610 949.30

- 12.350 3.638 949.20

- 12.910 3.520 949.20

- 12.210 3.540 948.30

- 12.820 3.753 948.50

- 12.250 3.465 948.20

- 12.970 3.471 948.60

- 12.310 3.569 947.20

- - 4.5860 0.7165 0.3475 0.0314 - -

- - 5.2660 1.1180 0.6140 0.0864 - -

- - 5.2340 1.1370 0.6180 0.0949 - -

- - 4.4180 0.7750 0.3690 0.0380 - -

- 0.0250 4.5800 0.8400 0.4000 0.0460 0.0844* -

- 0.0805 5.7550 1.5200 0.8850 0.1720 0.1748*w 0.0239

- 0.1090 5.8950 1.7550 1.0300 0.2435 0.2089** 0.0453

- 0.1170 6.0700 1.8250 1.0600 0.2575 0.3011** 0.0458

- 0.1170 5.9500 1.7600 1.0500 0.2400 0.2222** -

- 0.1160 5.9800 1.7850 1.0550 0.2540 0.2444** 0.0462

- 0.1060 6.0600 1.7900 1.0500 0.2470 - 0.0445

- 0.1160 5.9950 1.8100 1.0550 0.2590 0.2033** 0.0425

- 0.1100 6.0600 1.7700 1.0600 0.2440 0.2222** -

- 0.1140 5.9700 1.7900 1.0600 0.2500 0.2444** -

- 0.1365 4.8380 2.2660 1.0610 0.5020 - -

- 0.1360 4.8400 2.2940 1.0680 0.5248 - -

- 0.1426 4.9300 2.2950 1.1040 0.5477 - -

- 0.1382 4.9410 2.3200 1.1240 0.5428 - -

- 0.1372 4.7880 2.2780 1.0720 0.5235 - -

0.1321

0.1321

0.1225

0.1131

0.1320

5.865 3.254 950.20

5.676 3.255 950.60

5.584 3.174 949.50

5.509 3.156 949.90

5.662 3.252 949.80

W

*21

C
D

.

0
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w
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Table A. 1 (continued)

Fuel Enr. Bumup Experimental concentrations (mg/g U initial)
Data Reactor Assembly Sample ID (g/Ltcm

3
) (wto) (GWd/t) 2 4U 23

5U 236u 23U 23 Np 238pU 2 9p 2 pU 4lpu 242pU 24'Am 2S'Am

vI
3

_.

CD
0

;
FD
u.
W

u:

20 Calvert Cliffs ATM-104

21 Calvert Cliffs ATM-104

22 Calvert Cliffi ATM-104

23 Calvert Cliffs ATM-103

24 Calvert Clifls ATM-103

25 Calvert Cliffs ATM-103

26 Calvert Cliffs ATM-106

27 Calvert Cliffs ATM-106

28 Calvert Cliffs ATM-106

D047

D047

D047

DIOI

DIO

D101

BT03

BT03

BT03

MKP109-P

MKP 109-LL

MKP 109-CC

MLA098-P

MLA098-JJ

MLA098-BB

NBDI07-Q

NBD107-MM

NBDI 07-GG

10.045

10.045

10.045

10.045

10.045

10.045

10.036

10.036

10.036

3.04

3.04

3.04

2.72

2.72

2.72

2.45

2.45

2.45

44.34

27.35

37.12

33.17

18.68

26.62

46.46

31.4

37.27

0.1361

0.1815

0.1588

0.1361

0.1588

0.1373

0.0850

0.1736

0.1441

4.016 4.187

9.610 3.563

5.866 4.005

5.423 3.699

11.629 2.836

7.874 3.392

1.595 3.449

4.379 3.245

3.075 3.438

935.90

955.87

944.75

955.53

970.16

968.69

938.51

958.25

957.34

0.5310 0.3052 4.9433 2.8852 1.1572

0.3041 0.1146 4.8378 1.9503 0.7726

0.4039 0.2144 4.9433 2.5403 1.0245

0.3879 0.16X3 4.7504 2.3951 0.9218

0.1980 0.0550 4.4758 1.4103 0.5153

0.3396 0.1099 4.8241 2.0036 0.7740

0.4281 0.3224 4.2727 2.94R7 1.0054

0.2962 0.1618 4.3272 2.3451 0.8237

0.3638 0.2209 4.3510 2.6333 0.9224

0.9530

0.3279

0.6535

0.6211

0. 1582

0.3745

1.3263

0.6198

0.8796

0.4334

0.2832

0.3904

0.3970

0.2207

0.3279

0.7212

0.3904

0.4830

29 II.B. Robinson

30 II.B. Robinson

31 H.B. Robinson

32 H.B. Robinson

B05 N-9C-D

B()5 N-9C-J

B05 N-9B-N

B05 N-9B-S

9.944

9,944

9.944

9.944

2.561

2.561

2.561

2.561

31.66

28.47

23.81

16.02

- 5.514 3.404

- 7.012 3.199

- 8.180 3.109

- 12.140 2.485

955.30

946.22

960.97

960.97

0.3778 0.1475 4.7651 2.4053 0.7851

0.3449 0.1293 4.9807 2.2351 0.7726

0.2950 0.0789 4.5609 1.8947 0.5718

0.1759 0.0321 4.1298 1.2367 0.3449

33 Obrigheim

34 Obrigheim

35 Obrigheini

36 Obrigheim

170 94

172 92

176 91

168 86

9.742

9.742

9.742

9.742

3.13

3.13

3.13

3.13

25.93

26.54

27.99

28.4

- 10.950 3.590

- 10.58(1 3.620

- 9.850 3.700

- 9.680 3.730

949.50*

949. 10*

947.90*

947.50*

- 0.0801 4.8050 1.8000 0.9780

- (.0889 4.7130 1.8300 0.9780

0.3120

0.3280

- 0.0948 4.9250 1.9200 1.0580 0.3720

- 0.1054 5.0130 2.0200 1.1030 0.4070

rta

x



Table A. 1 (continued)

Fuel Enr. Bumup ExpenRmental concentrations (mg/g U initial)
Data Reactor Assembly Sample ID (g/cm3) (wt ) (GWd/t) 234U 235U 236U 23

8j 
237Np 23%Pu 

239
PU 

24 pU 211pu 242pU 
24 Am 243Am

37 OChru~wim 171 RQ 9.742 3.13 29.04 - 9.5R 1750 47-00* - 0.In01 4.9570 2.0000 11070 04050 - -

38 Obrigheim 176 90 9.742 3.13 29.52 - 9.180 3.810 946.60 -

.107.

0.1071 4.9430 2.0400 1.1280 0.4380

39 Takahama-3

40 Takahama-3

41 Takahama-3

42 Takahama-3

43 Takahama-3

44 Takanama-3

45 Takahama-3

46 Takahama-3

47 Takahama-3

48 Takahama-3

49 Yankee Rowe

50 Yankee Rowe

51 Yankee Rowe

52 Yankee Rowe

53 Yankee Rowe

NT3G23

NT3G23

NT3G23

NT3G23

NT3G23

NT3G24

NT3G24

NT3G24

NT3G24

NT3024

E6-C-F6

E6-C-F6

E6-C-F6

E6-C-F6

SF95-1

SF95.2

SF95-3

SF95-4

SF95-5

SF97-2

SF97-3

SF97-4

SF97-5

SF97-6

T-175

T-177

T-179

T-180

10.412

10.412

10.412

10.412

10.412

10.412

10.412

10.412

10.412

10.412

10.18

10.18

10.18

10.18

4.11 14.3

4.11 24.35

4.11 35.42

4.11 36.69

4.11 30.4

4.11 30.73

4.11 42.16

4.11 47.03

4.11 47.25

4.11 40.79

3.4 15.95

3.4 30.39

3.4 31.33

3.4 20.19

0.2987

0.2850

0.1873

0.1870

0.2829

0.2348

0.2010

0.1S72

0.1865

0.2057

0.1550

0.1420

0.1190

0.1440

26.740

19.270

13.260

12.300

15.440

15.710

10.300

8.179

7.932

10.160

19,800

12.600

11.900

17.200

2.672

4.024

4.911

4.999

4.566

4.560

5.312

5.528

5.532

5.272

2.880

4.080

4.150

3.300

949.90

942.40

933.80

933.50

938.80

937.70

928.20

924.60

924.70

931.00

949.00

937.00

935.00

936.00

- 0.0172

- 0.0710

- 0.1539

- 0.1588

0.1020

0.4034 0.1250

0.5845 0.2581

0.6604 0.3199

0.6701 0.3188

0.5570 0.2175

- 0.0473

- 0.1760

- 0.2140

- 0.0791

4.2270

5.6550

6.1940

6.0050

5.6350

5.9280

6.2170

6.0370

5.9760

5.6770

5.9500

7.8700

8.0100

6.6000

0.7802

1.5390

2,1860

2.2070

1.8210

1.8710

2,4710

2.6680

2.6480

2.3260

1.1200

2.1200

2.2600

1.4400

0.3690

0.9578

1.4860

1.4660

1.1530

1.2350

1.6890

1.7700

1.7540

1.4940

0.6630

1.5400

1.6400

0.9150

0.0379

0.1844

0.4516

0.4803

0.2976

0.3152

0.6517

0.8246

0.8341

0.5977

0.0138

0.0234

0.0331

0.0235

0.0284

0.0402

0.0491

0.0531

0.0533

0.0430

0.0027

0.0229

0.0805

0.0847

0.0440

0.0513

0.1410

0.1924

0.1935

0.1170

0.0803

0.3460

0.3980

0.1450

CA10

oC_ .

0

C,

E6-SE-C2 T-187 10.18 3.4 32.03 0.1140 11.800 4.180 935.00 - 0.2220 7.9800 2.3700 1.6700 0.4220
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Table A. I (continued)

Fuel Enr. Bumup Experimental concentrations (mg/g U initial)
Data Reactor Assembly Sample II) (g/cn 3

) (wt%) (GWd/t) 234U 235u 
2 3
;u 

2
.IXU 

2
3'Np 

238Pu 239Pu 240Pu 241pu 242pU 24'Ani 24 Am

54 YankeeRowe L6-SE-C2 T-188 10.18 3.4 31.41 0.1150 11.900 4.090 936.00 - 0.2110 7.6800 2.2700 1.5800 0.4000 - -

55 Yankee Rowe E6-SE-E4 T-185 10.18 3.4 35.97 0.1180 9.780 4.450 933.00 - 0.2470 6.9500 2.5700 1.6800 0.5520 - -

56 Yankee Rowe E6-SE-E4 T-186 10.18 3.4 35.26 0.1200 9,840 4.440 934.00 - 0.2400 6.8200 2.4800 1.6200 0.5290 - -

0

0

Fb

CA

.n

Wa

1<

_ .

K

* Obrigheim 238U data are calculated.
** Trino Vercellese 241Am data (only) correspond to 4 years cooling.

0
-o
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Table A.2 Actinide validation results >

Fuel Enr. Burnup Calculated to experimental ratio (C/E )
Data Reactor Assembly Sample ID (Wcm3) (wt%) (GWd/t) 23U 23U 236U 23U 27Np 'Pu '"Pu 210Pu 241pu 142pu 24'Am UA3Am

I Trino Vercelles

2 Trino Vercelles

3 Trino Vercelles

4 Trino Vercelles

5 Trino Vercelles

6 Trino Vercelles

7 Trino Vercelles

8 Trino Vercelles

9 Trino Vercelles

10 Trino Vercelles

11 Trino Vercelles

12 Trino Vercelles

13 Tnno Vercelles

14 Trino Vercelles

15 Turkey Point

16 Turkey Point

17 Turkey Point

509-104

509-032

509-032

509-032

509-069

509-069

509-069

509-069

509-069

509-069

509-069

509-069

509-069

509-069

DOI

DOI

DOI

MI 1-7

El 14

Ell-7

Ell-9

El 1-1

E11-2

El 14

El 1-7

E54

E5-7

LI 1-4

LI 1-7

L54

LS-7

G9

G10

H9

10.079

10.079

10.079

10.079

10.079

10.079

10.079

10.079

10.079

10.079

10.079

10.079

10.079

10.079

10.235

10.235

10.235

3.897

3.13

3.13

3.13

3.13

3.13

3.13

3.13

3.13

3.13

3.13

3.13

3.13

3.13

2.556

2.556

2.556

12.042

15.377

15.898

11.529

12.859

20.602

23.718

24.304

23.867

24.548

23.928

24.362

24.33

24.313

30.72

30.51

31.56

- 1.012 0.894 1.001

- 1.032 0.921 1.001

- 1.047 0.975 1.000

- 1.012 0.854 1.000

- 1.001 0.944 1.000

- 1.016 0.949 1.000

- 1.033 0.944 1.000

- 1.010 0.950 1.000

- 0.993 0.971 1.000

- 1.011 0.981 1.001

- 0.998 0.912 1.001

- 1.015 0.999 1.001

- 0.971 0.995 1.000

- 1.013 0.969 1.002

- - 0.938 0.949 0.888 0.876

- - 0.954 0.986 0.961 0.971

- - 0.960 0.994 0.981 0.948

- - 0.958 0.976 0.923 0.935

- 0.876 0.991 1.054 1.014 1.060

- 0.842 0.974 1.001 0.968 1.008

- 0.847 0.992 0.993 0.996 1.001

- 0.814 0.955 0.966 0.976 0.992

- 0.800 0.985 0.996 0.985 1.031

- 0.840 0.972 0.997 0.993 1.030

- 0.888 0.967 0.982 0.988 1.008

- 0.825 0.968 0.976 0.984 0.991

- 0.889 0.972 1.009 0.999 1.062

- 0.836 0.971 0.985 0.977 1.022

- 1.018 1.029 0.997 1.040 1.120

- 1.008 1.027 0.980 1.028 1.056

- 1.030 1.012 1.003 1.022 1.086

1.253

1.256

1.244

0.868

1.178

1.082

1.289

1.205

1.070

1.035

0.878

0.918

0.941

0.922

0.997

C

la

'I"

:a

E-
C

1.016

1.020

1.079

0.946 1.028 0.999

0.989 1.026 0.999

0.947 1.063 0.999



Table A.2 (continued)

Fuel Enr. Burnup Calculated to experimental ratio (C/E )
Data Reactor Assembly Sample ID (g/cm3) (vAto) (GWd/t) 2U 

23 U i u 3u 2u 
237Np 231Pu 23 9 Pu 2

4XPu 
2 4 1

Pu 1
4 2

pU 
241

AmI, 243Am

18 TurkeyPoint D04 G9 10.235 2.556 31.26 1.175 0.977 1.066 0.999 - 1.042 1.009 0.986 0,996 1.074 - -

V0W

0

0
51

0t7

0

0

1<

<:

;
o
w
c.

19 Turkey Point D04 GIO 10.235 2.556 31.31 1.006 0.947 1.035 0.999 - 1.053 1.041 1.005 1.046 1.118

20 Calvert Cliffs ATM-1 04

21 Calvert Cliffs ATM.104

22 Calvert Cliffs ATM-104

23 Calvert Cliffs ATM-103

24 Calvert Ciflis ATM-103

25 Calvert Cliffs ATM-103
x0

26 Calvert Cli fs ATM- 106

27 Calvert Cliffs ATM-106

28 Calvert Clifls ATM-106

29 H.B. Robinson

30 I l. Robinson

31 H.B. Robinson

32 H.B. Robinson

D047

D047

D047

DIOI

1)101

D101

BT03

BT03

BT03

B(5

B05

B(5

B05

MKP 109-P

MKPI 09-LL

MKP 109-CC

MLA098-P

MLA098-JJ

MLA098-BB

NBDI )7-Q

NBDI 07-MM

NBDI107-6

N-9C-D

N-9C-J

N-9B-N

N-9B-S

10.045 3.04

10.045 3.04

10.045 3.04

10.045 2.72

10.045 2.72

10.045 2.72

10.036 2.45

10.036 2.45

10.036 2.45

9.944 2.561

9.944 2.561

9.944 2.561

9.944 2.561

44.34

27.35

37.12

33.17

18.68

26.62

46.46

31.4

37.27

31.66

28.47

23.81

16.02

1.012 0.905 1.017 0.999

0.984 0.946 1.029 0.994

0.967 0.913 1.028 0.997

1.044 0.980 0.986 ).991

1.126 0.986 0.991 0.989

1.147 0.958 0.994 0.984

1.251 1.005 1.002 0.997

0.761 1.000 1.016 0.992

0.839 0.958 0.995 0.987

- 1.042 0.995 0.992

- 0.958 1.021 1.005

- 1.016 0.977 0.994

- 1.008 0.982 1.001

1.075 0.944 1.009 0.955 0.980 1.026

1.061 0.905 0.979 0.979 0.977 1.035

1.159 ).935 0.987 0.962 0.970 1.046

1.059 0.932 1.019 0.967 0.999 0.993

0.985 0.765 0.961 0.971 0.930 ).959

).918 0.871 0.966 0.966 0.959 0.997

1.216 0.943 1.024 (.978 0.966 0.962

1.195 0.957 0.995 0.988 0.938 0.981

1.166 0.957 0.993 0.978 0.937 0.979

1.063 0.964 1.081 1.004 1.026 -

1.025 0.878 1.012 0.995 0.945 -

0.943 0.940 1.048 0.998 0.995 -

0.938 0.937 1.043 1.023 0.993 -

0.895

0.948

0.887

0.967

).920

0.951

0.609

0.945

0.835

33 Ohrigheim 170 94 9.742 3.13 25.93 - 0.972 1.009 1.001 - 1.139 1.024 0.996 0.896 0.965

10
0

x



Table A.2 (continued)

Data Fuel Enr. Burnip Calculated to experimental ratio (C/E )
Reactor Assembly Sample ID (g/em3) (wt%/,) (GWd/t) 23MU 235U 236U 23U 2N7p 235pu 239 pU 4 0pU 245 pu 242pU 24'Am 43Am

34 Obrigheim 172 92 9.742 113 26.54 - 0.977 1.013 1 000

35 Obrigheim

36 Obrigheim

37 Obrigheim

38 Obrigheim

176 91

168 86

171 89

176 90

9.742 3.13

9.742 3.13

9.742 3.13

9.742 3.13

27.99

28.4

29.04

29.52

- 0.979 1.017 1.001

- 0.978 1.015 1.001

- 0.958 1.020 1.001

- 0.977 1.012 1.001

39 Takahama-3

40 Takahama-3

41 Takahara-3

42 Takahama-3

43 Takahama-3

44 Takahama-3

45 Takahama-3

46 Takahama-3

47 Takahama-3

48 Takahama-3

49 Yankee Rowe

50 Yankee Rowe

NT3G23

NT3G23

NT3G23

NT3G23

NT3G23

NT3G24

NT3G24

NT3G24

NT3G24

NT3G24

E6-C-F6

E6-C-F6

SF95-1

SF95-2

SF95-3

SF95-4

SF95-5

SF97-2

SF97-3

SF97-4

SF97-5

SF976

T-175

T-177

10.412 4.11

10.412 4.11

10.412 4.11

10.412 4.11

10.412 4.11

10.412 4.11

10.412 4.11

10.412 4.11

10.412 4.11

10.412 4.11

10.18 3.4

10.18 3.4

14.3

24.35

35.42

36.69

30.4

30.73

42.16

47.03

47.25

40.79

15.95

30.39

1.103

0.998

1.279

1.265

0.929

1.099

1.066

1.060

1.066

1.081

0.997

0.875

1.000 1.001 1.000

1.002 0.982 1.000

0.979 1.000 1.000

0.978 1.000 1.000

0.980 0.992 1.000

0.985 0.999 1.000

0.975 0.997 1.000

0.965 0.995 1.000

0.950 0.996 1.001

0.977 0.994 1.000

0.993 0.993 1.004

0.936 1.008 1.004

- 1.108 1.049 1.008 0.915 0.964

- 1.162 1.013 1.005 0.895 0.971

- 1.076 0.999 0.966 0.873 0.921

- 1.178 1.014 0.995 0.891 0.977

- 1.160 1.020 0.990 0.889 0.937

- 0.970 1.044 1.035 1.021 1.075

- 0.886 0.991 0.999 0.940 0.988

- 0.992 0.987 1.013 0.947 1.010

- 0.990 0.981 1.014 0.950 1.018

- 0.954 0.992 1.021 0.958 1.030

1.019 0.928 1.010 1.051 0.961 1.022

1.053 0.925 1.010 1.049 0.961 1.015

1.032 0.904 1.001 1.034 0.954 1.007

1.001 0.883 0.980 1.028 0.931 1.001

1.008 0.933 1.021 1.048 0.972 1.017

0.878

1.180

1.179

1.613

1.129

1.285

1.271

1.140

1.089

1.309

1.170

1.118

1.167

1.187

1.154

1.129

1.139

1.122

1.103

1.156
I-

,T
oC
CD

W

-

- 0.792 0.931 0.973 0.883 0.996

- 0.962 0.911 0.998 0.858 1.151



Table A.2 (continued)

Fuel Enr. Bumnup Calculated to experimental ratio C/E
Data Reactor Assembly Sample ID (g/cm) (wt%) (GWd/t) 234U 23

5u 236U 
2
3su 237NP 238

Pu 
23

9Pu 24Ptu 
2
41Pu 

242Pu 2
41 Am "3Am

51 Yankee Rowe E6-C-F6 T-179 10.18 3.4 31.33 1.017 0.948 1.005 1.005 - 0.822 0.892 0.955 0.870 1.063 - -

52 YankeeRowe E6-C-F6 T-180 10.18 3.4 20.19 1.006 0.979 1.005 1.015 - 0.808 0.917 0.972 0,882 1.012 - -

53 Yankee Rowe E6-SE-C2 T-187 10.18 3.4 32.03 1.049 0.941 1.006 1.005 - 0.840 0.911 0.934 0.887 1.058 - -

54 YankeeRowe E6-SE-C2 T-188 10.18 3.4 31.41 1.051 0.946 1.020 1.004 - 0.838 0.931 0.953 0.906 1.064 - -

55 Yankee Rowe E6-SE-E4 T-185 10.18 3.4 35.97 0.951 0.981 0.989 1.003 - 0.965 1.077 0.945 0.990 1.032 - -

56 Yankee Rowe E6-SF-F4 T-186 10.18 3.4 35.26 0.947 0.990 0.984 1.003 - 0.943 1.079 0,958 0.994 1.029

No. of measurements 32 56 56 56 18 52 56 56 56 52 28 16

Average C/E value 1.040 0.982 0.992 1.000 1.051 0.936 0.992 0.992 0.957 1.013 1.088 1.071

Average E'C value 0.962 1.018 1.008 1,000 0.952 1.068 1.008 1.008 1.045 0.987 0.919 0.934

Standard deviation (ofC/E) 0.113 0.030 0.037 0.005 0.086 0.100 0.042 0.028 0.048 0.051 0.204 0.105

RelativeStandarddeviation 10.8°o 3.1°'o 3.7%o( 0.5% 8.2% 10.7°o 4.2%o 2.8% 5.0% 5.1% 18.X8% 9.9°
(°'o of C/E)
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Table A.3 Experimental fission product assay results

Enr. Bumup Exerimnental concentrations (mg/g U initial)
Data Reactor Assembly Sample ID (wt%) (GWd/t) 95Mo 99Tc '0 1Ru '03 Rh ''Ag .3 Cs '43Nd 145 Nd .

47 Sm 149Sm "5OSm I"'Sm "ISm ISIEu 15Eu Gd

20 CalvertCliffsATM-104 D047 MKP109-P 3.04 44.34 - 0.8954 - - - 1.4069 0.8779 0.8441 0.3081 0.0046 0.3638 0.0107 0.1325 0.0034 0.1622 0.0100

21 Calvert Cliffs ATM-104 D047 MKP109-LL 3.04 27.35 - 0.6361 - - - 0.9644 0.7048 0.5786 0.2303 0.0029 0.2089 0.0075 0.0665 0.0018 0.0852 0.0062

22 CalvertCliffs ATM-104 D047 MKPI09-CC 3.04 37.12 - 0.8158 - - - 1.2367 0.8298 0.7409 0.2704 0.0019 0.2897 0.0094 0.1096 0.0010 0.1300 0.0074

23 Calvert Cliff; ATM-103 DIO MLA098-P 2.72 33.17 - 0.7495 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

24 CalvertCliffsATM-103 DIOI MLA098-JJ 2.72 18.68 - 0.4689 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

25 CalvertCliflATM-103 DIOI MLA098-BB 2.72 26.62 - 0.6215 - - - - - - - - - - - -

26 Calvert Cliffs ATM-106 BT03 NBDI07-Q 2.45 46.46 - 0.7230- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

27 CalvertCliffsATM-106 BT03 NBDI07-MM 2.45 31.4 - 0.5107 -

28 Calvert Cliffi ATM-106 BT03 NBDI07-GG 2.45 37.27 - 0.5943 - 0.6516 - - 0.7174 0.7246 0.2659 0.0022 0.3000 0.0080 0.1210 0.0013 0.1505 0.0070

39 Takaharna-3 NT3G23 SF95-1 4.11 14.3 - - - - 0.4631 0.3328 - - - - - - - -

40 Takahama-3 NT3G23 SF95-2 4.11 24.35 - - - - 0.7149 0.5384 - -

41 Takahama-3 NT3G23 SF95-3 4.11 35.42 - - - - 0.9299 0.7392 - - - - - - - -

42 Takahama-3 NT3G23 SF954 4.11 36.69 - - - - 0.9373 0.7598 -

43 Takahama-3 NT3G23 SF95-5 4.11 30.4 - - - - 0.8303 0.6518 -

44 Takahama-3 NT3G24 SF97-2 4.11 30.73 - - - - 0.8307 0.6480 0.2050 0.0040 0.2499 0.0135 0.0955 - - -

45 Takahama-3 NT3G24 SF97-3 4.11 42.16 - - - - 1.0080 0.8387 0.2355 0.0043 0.3599 0.0150 0.1191 - - -

46 Takahama-3 NT3G24 SF97-4 4.11 47.03 - - - - 1.0480 0.9118 0.2468 0.0039 0.4074 0.0149 0.1298 - - -

47 Takahana-3 NT3G24 SF97-5 4.11 47.25 - - - - 1.0490 0.9179 0.2479 0.0038 0.4113 0.0147 0.1319 - - -

48 Takahama-3 NT3G24 SF97-6 4.11 40.79 0.9736 0.8247 0.2371 0.0038 0.3409 0.0129 0.1207 - - -



Table k4 Fission product validation results
0
10

Enr. Bumup Calculated to experimental ratio (C/E 
Data Reactor Assembly Sample ID (W%) (GWd,') 95Mo 99Tc 1U3Ru 103Rh '09Ag '-"Cs 1

43Nd '45Nd 147Sm 1
4 9Sm '"Sm 'Sm 1

2Sm "'1Eu ,,3Eu ",,,d

20 Calvert Cliffs ATM-1 04 D047

21 Calvert Cliffs ATM-1 04 D047

22 Calvert ClifTs ATM-I 04 D047

23 CalvertCliffsATM-103 DIO

24 Calvert Cliffs ATM-103 DIOI

25 Calvert Cliffs ATM-103 D101

26 Calvert Cliffs ATM-I 06 1T03

Calven Cliffs ATM-106 BT03
27

00
t- 2 8 Calvert Cliffs ATM-I 06 BT03

MKP 109-P 3.04

MKPI09-LL 3.04

MKP109-CC 3.04

MLA098-P 2.72

MLA098-JJ 2.72

MLA098-BB 2.72

NBI)107-Q 2.45

NBD107- 2.45
MM

NBD107-GG 2.45

44.34

27.35

37.12

33.17

18.68

26.62

46.46

31.4

37.27

- 1.123 -

- 1.053 -

- 1.068 -

- 1.049 -

- 1.)07 -

- 1.047 -

- 1.415 -

- 1.458 -

- 1.446 - 0.788

- 1.034 0.987 0.994 0.935 0.595 1.062 1.195 1.263 0.639

- 1.016 0.990 1.002 1.075 0.779 1.092 1.347 1.698 0.907

- 1.024 0.976 0.996 1.030 1.337 1.100 1.206 1.334 1.854

- - 1.003 0.985 0.995 0.890 1.040 1.251 1.233 0.920

1.060

1.062

1.057

0.963

0.803 (
co

0.597

0.831 C

- 0
Ct

0 7 O

_ _

0.877

39 Takahamra-3

40 Takahama-3

41 Takahama-3

42 Takahaina-3

43 Takahama-3

44 Takahama-3

45 Takahama-3

46 Takahanta-3

47 Takahama-3

NT3G23 SF95-1

NT3(J23 SF95-2

NT3G23 SF95-3

NT3G23 SF954

NT3G23 SF95-5

NT3G24 SF97-2

NT3G24 SF97-3

NT3G24 SF974

NT3G24 SF97-5

4.11 14.3

4.11 24.35

4.11 35.42

4.11 36.69

4.11 30.4

4.11 30.73

4.11 42.16

4.11 47.03

4.11 47.25

- - - 0.979 1.006 

- - - 0.975 1.001 - -

- - - 0.968 1.000 - - - -

- - - 0.974 1.005 - - - - -

- - - 0.977 1.007 - - - - -

- - - 1.006 1.015 1.017 0.979 1,071 1.291 1.243

- - - 1.001 1.011 0.989 1.040 1.069 1.337 1.304

- - - 1.003 1.014 0.974 1.155 1.064 1.33(0 1.319

- - - 0.993 1.013 0.978 1.147 1.055 1.276 1.311

- 1

_ _ _ >~~~l
co

a.



Table A.4 (continued)

Enr. Burnup Calculated to experimental ratio (C/E)
Data Reactor Assembly Sample ID (wt0/o) (GWd/t) Mo "Tc IOIRu 103 '09Ag 3

3Cs 43Nd 14'Nd '47Sm "4Sm "5Sm 1
51Sm 1

52
Sm 15'1Eu 153Eu 55Cd

48 Takahama-3 NT3G24 SF97-6 4.11 40.79 - - - - - - 1.002 1.011 0.997 1.062 1.078 1.344 1.274 - - -

No. of measurements 0 9 0 1 0 3 14 14 9 9 9 9 9 4 4 4

Average C/E value N/A 1.185 N/A 0.788 N/A 1.025 0.988 1.004 0.999 0.998 1.070 1.286 1.331 1.080 1.036 0.777

Average E/C value 0.844 1.269 0.976 1.012 0.996 1.001 1.002 0.934 0.777 0.751 0.926 0.966 1.287

Standard deviation of C/E 0.194 0.009 0.013 0.009 0.039 0.221 0.018 0.059 0.142 0.532 0.048 0.124

Relative Standard deviation 16.3% 0.9% 1.3% 0.9% 3.9% 22.1% 1.7% 4.6% 10.7% 49.3% 4.7% 15.9%

(% of C/E)

10co
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APPENDIX B

SENSITIVITY AND UNCERTAINTY
CALCULATIONS
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Table B. 1 Tabulated actinide-only sensitivity coefficients and estimated uncertainties (uniform axial burnup)
Relative Relative uncertainty in k,
std. dev. Sensitivity coefficient, S _ (2 a uncertainty interval)

Nuclide I C (%) 10 GWd/tb 20 GWd/t 30 GWd/t 40 GWd/t 50 GWd/t 60 GWd/t 10 GWd/t 20 GWd/t 30 GWd/t 40 GWd/t 50 GWdlt 60 GWd/t

234u 10.83% -2.79E-04 -2.54E-04 -2.44E-04 -2.45E-04 -2.58E-04 -2.75E-04 6.04E-05 5.50E-05 5.29E-05 5.30E-05 5.60E-05 5.97E-05

235u 3.07% 1.97E-01 1.74E-01 1.492-01 1.22E-01 9.092-02 6.75E-02 1.21 E-02 1.07E-02 9.13E-03 7.46E-03 5.58E-03 4.14E-03
236u 3.72% -3.04E-03 -4.71 E-03 -5.74E-03 -6.26E-03 -6.53E-03 -6.59E-03 2.26E-04 3.5 IE-04 4.27E-04 4.66E-04 4.86E-04 4.90E-04

2 3 8
U 0.47% -1.63E-01 -1.63E-01 -1.66E-01 -1.67E-01 -1.68E-01 -1.69E-01 1.53E-03 1.54E-03 1.57E-03 1.57E-03 1.58E-03 1.59E-03

2 3 7
Np 8.21% -7.42E-04 -2.11 E-03 -3.84E-03 -S.64E-03 -7.34E-03 -8.50E-03 1.222-04 3.47E-04 6.3 E-4 9.26E-04 1.21 E-03 1.40E-03

238pu 10.68% -9.48e-05 -6.05E-04 -1.82E-03 -3.80E-03 -6.42E-03 -8.74E-03 2.02E-05 1.29E-04 3.88E-04 8.11 E-04 1.37E-03 1.87E-03
2 3 9

PU 4.21% 5.36E-02 9.60E-02 1.36E-01 1.80E-01 2.20E-01 2.46E-01 4.5 IE-03 8.08E-03 1.15E-02 1.SIE-02 1.85E-02 2.07E-02

2 4 0
PU 2.78% -2.22E-02 -4.23E-02 -5.78E-02 -6.98E-02 -7.89E-02 -8.45E-02 1.23E-03 2.35E-03 3.21 E-03 3.88E-03 4.39E-03 4.70E-03

2 4 1
PU 4.97% 4.24E-03 1.74E-02 3.60E-02 5.68E-02 7.69E-02 9.06E-02 4.21 E-04 1.73E-03 3.58E-03 5.65E-03 7.642-03 9.01 E-03

2 4 2
pu 5.08% -1.33E-04 -9.81E-04 -2.58E-03 -4.45E-03 -6.28E-03 -7.63E-03 1.35E-05 9.96E-05 2.62E-04 4.52E-04 6.37E-04 7.75E-04

241 Arn 18.76% -1.32E-03 -4.68E-03 -8.43E-03 1.14E-02 -1.35E-02 -1.47E-02 4.95E-04 1.76E-03 3.16E-03 4.26E-03 5.06E-03 5.52E-03
2 4 3Am 9.85% -9.88E-06 -1.60E-04 -6.69E-04 -1.64E-03 -2.99E-03 -4.24E-03 1.95E-06 3.14E-05 1.32E-04 3.24E-04 5.892-04 8.36E-04

Total relative uncertainty (%)

Root sumsquare 1.31% 1.39% 1.58% 1.88% 2.20% 2.43%

Additive 2.07% 2.72% 3.40% 4.10% 4.71% 5.11%

a Sensitivity coefficients assumed an initial enrichment of 3.5 wt%.
b GWd/t = GWd/MTU.
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Table B.2 Tabulated actinide-only sensitivity coefficients and estimated uncertainties (with axial burnup profile)
Relative Relative uncertainty in k,
std. dev. Sensitivity coefficiente, S .. 2 a uncerta ity interval)

Nuclide I a (%) 10 GWd/tb 20 GWd/t 30 GWd/t 40 GWd/t 50 GWd/t 60 GWdUt 10 (;Wd/t 20 (Wd/t 30 GWd/t 40 GWd/t 50 GWd/t 60 GWd/t
234u 10.83% -2.90E-04 -2.69E-04 -2.49E-04 -2.57E-04 -2.65E-04 -2.63E-04 6.28E-05 5,83E-05 5.39E-05 5.57E-05 5.73E-05 5.70E-05

235u 3.07% 2.OOE-01 1.82E-01 I.70E-01 1.581E-01 1.38E-01 1.17E-01 I.23E-02 1.12E-02 1.04E-02 9.69E-03 8.47E-03 7.18E-03

236u 3.72% -3.07E-03 -4.30E-03 -4.48E-03 -5.28E-03 -5.85E-03 -6.00E-03 2.28E-04 3.19E-04 3.33E-04 3.93E-04 4.35E-04 4.46E-04

238u 0.47% -1.62E-01 -1.63E-01 -1.60E-01 -1.56E-01 -1.53E-01 -1.50E-01 1.53E-03 1.53E-03 1.51E-03 1.47E-03 1.44E-03 1.41 E-03

237Np 8,21% -8.25E-04 -1.91E-03 -2.74E-03 -3.72E-03 -4.78E-03 -5.62E-03 1.36E-04 3. 1 SE-04 4.51 E-04 6.12E-04 7.86E-04 9.23E-04

23Pu 10.68% -9.95E-05 -4.73E-04 -9.82E-04 -1.75E-03 -2.79E-03 4.OOE-03 2.13E-05 1.0 I E-04 2.10E-04 3.73E-04 5.95E-04 8.54E-04

239Pu 4.21% 5.66E-02 8.89E-02 1.19E-01 1.34E-0I 1.51E-O1 1.63E-01 4.76E-03 7.48E-03 1. OOE-02 1.13E-02 1.27E-02 1.37E-02

240pu P2.78% -2.27E-02 -3.77E-02 -4.50E-02 -5.32E-02 -6.12E-02 -6.30E-02 1.26E-03 2.09E-03 2.50E-03 2.96E-03 3.41 E-03 3.50E-03

241 Pu 4.97% 4.57E-03 1.43E-02 2.43E-02 3.27E-02 4.15E-02 5.30E-02 4.55E-04 1.42E-03 2.42E-03 3.26E-03 4.13E-03 5.27E-03

242pu 5.08% -1.56E-04 -8.13E-04 -1.52E-03 -2.38E-03 -3.34E-03 -4.42E-03 1.58E-05 8.25E-05 1.54E-04 2.42E-04 3.39E-04 4.49E-04

241 Am 18.76% -1.56E-03 -4.33E-03 -6.32E-03 -8.43E-03 -1.05E-02 -1.20E-02 5.85E-04 1.63E-03 2.37E-03 3.16E-03 3.93E-03 4.49E-03

243Am 9.85% -1.31E-05 -1.39E-04 3,73E-04 7.43E-04 -1.28E-03 -2.02E1-03 2.58-06 2.75E-OS 7.36E-05 I.46E-04 2.51 E-04 3.98E3-04

Total relative uncertainty (%)

Root sum square 1.33% 1.39% 1.52% 1.59% 1.67% 1.74%

Additive 2.13% 2.63% 3.06% 3.36% 3.65% 3.87%

Sensitivity coefficients assumed an initial enrichment of 3.5 wt %.
GWd/t = GWd/MTU.
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Table B.3 Tabulated actinide and fission product sensitivity coefficients and estimated uncertainties (uniform axial burnup)
Relative Relative uncertainty in kg.
std. dev. Sensitivity coefficieta, S __ (2 a iucertainty interval)

Nuclide I a (%) 10 GWd/tb 20 GWd/t 30 GWdlt 40 GWd/t 50 GWd/t 60 GWd/t 10 GWd/t 20 GWdIt 30 GWd/t 40 GWd't 50 GWd/t 60 GWd/t
2 3 4

U 10.83% -2.74E-04 -2.472-04 -2.17E-04 -2.26E-04 -2.31 E-04 -2.45E-04 5.93E-05 5.36E-05 4.70E-05 4.89E-05 5.01 E-05 5.3 1E-05

235u 3.07% 2.23E-01 1.94E-01 1.79E-01 1.37E-01 1.03E-01 7.54E-02 1,37E-02 1.19E-02 I.lIOE-02 8.44E-03 6.31 E-03 4.63E-03

236u 3.72% -2.81 E-03 -4.39E-03 -4.61E-03 -5.54E-03 -5.62E-03 -5.75E-03 2.09E-04 3.26E-04 3.43E-04 4.12E-04 4.182-04 4.28E-04

238U 0.47% -1.35E-01 -1.58E-01 -8.58E-02 -1.512-01 -1.50E-01 -1.72E-0I 1.28E-03 1.49E-03 8.08E-04 1.42E-03 I.42E-03 1.62E-03

23_ 8.21% -7.49E-04 -2.14E-03 -3.61 E-03 -5.46E-03 -6.97E-03 -8.08E-03 1.232-04 3.52E-04 5.932-04 8.97E-04 1.14E-03 1.33E-03
2 3 8

Pu 10.68% -8.40E-05 -5.32E-04 -1.45E-03 -3.1 IE-03 -5.09E-03 -6.89E-03 1.792-05 1.14E-04 3.11 E-04 6.652-04 1.09E-03 1.47E-03

239pu 4.21% 6.25E-02 1.102-01 1.702-01 2.09E-01 2.56E-01 2.84E-01 5.26E-03 9.23E-03 I.43E-02 1.76E-02 2.16E-02 2.39E-02

2 4 0
piu 2.78% -2.12E-02 -4.07E-02 -5.182-02 -6.41E-02 -7.14E-02 -7.68E-02 1.18E-03 2.262-03 2.88E-03 3.56E-03 3.97E-03 4.272-03

241 Pu 4.97% 4.56E-03 1.85E-02 4.11 E-02 6.18E-021 8.37E-02 9.79E-02 4.542-04 1.84E-03 4.09E-03 6.15E-03 8.33E-03 9.74E-03
2 4 2 PU 5.08% -1.312E-04 -9.86E-04 -2.412-03 -4.33E-03 -6.08E-03 -7.44E-03 1.33E-05 1.OOE-04 2.45E-04 4.402-04 6.17E-04 7.55E-04

241 Am~ 18.76% -1.39E-03 -4.93E-03 -8.28E-03 -1. 14E-02 -1.33E-02 -1.45E-02 5.20E-04 1.85E-03 3.11 E-03 4.29E-03 5.00E-03 5.442-03

243,a.M 9.85% -1.012E-05 -1.65E-04 -6.44E-04 -1.63E-03 -2.93E-03 4.18E-03 2.00E-06 3.26E-05 1.27E-04 3.21 E-04 5.77E-04 8.232-04

99
TrC 16.33% -1.372-03 -2.62E-03 -3.47E-03 -4.67E-03 -5.51E-03 -6.23E-03 4.48E-04 8.55E-04 1.132-03 1.532-03 1.802-03 2.032-03

103R.h 30.00% -3.57E-03 -6.87E-03 -9.24E-03 -1.20E-02 -1.39E-02 -1.53E-02 2.142-03 4.12E-03 5.54E-03 7.192-03 8.322-03 9.152-03

1
33cs 0.88% -1.74E-03 -3.34E-03 -4.46E-03 -5.98E-03 -7.05E-03 -7.94E-03 3,07E-05 5.88E-05 7.85E-05 I 1.05E-04 1,24E-04 1.40E-04

1
43Nd 1.34% -5.18E-03 -9.79E-03 -1.27E-02 -1.652-02 -1.852-02 -1.99E-02 1.39E-04 2.62E-04 3.41 E-04 4.422-04 4.96E-04 5.34E-04

1
4

_ Nd 0.86% -9.13E-04 -1.80E-03 -2.34E-03 -3.28E-03 -3.90E-03 -4.482-03 1.57E-05 3.09E-05 4.022-05 5.632-05 6.70E-05 7.69E-05
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Table B.3 (continued)
Relative Relative uncertainty in kf
std. dev. ,ensitivity coefficient', S (2 a uncerta inty interval)

Nuclide I a (0) 10 GWd/tb 20 GWd/t 30 (Wd/t 40 GWd/t 50 GWd/t 60 GWd/t t) GWdt 20 GWd/t 30 GWd/t 40 GWd/t 5( CWd/t 60 GWd/t

'47Sm 3.93% -8.54E-04 -1.49E-03 -1.77E-03 -2.17E-03 -2.32E-03 -2.45E-03 6.72E-05 I.17E-04 1.40E-04 1.71 E-04 1.83E-04 1.93E-04

1
49 S= 22.12% -1.21E-02 -1.45E-02 -1.52E-02 -1.66E-02 - 1.70E-02 -1.73E-02 5.36E-03 6.42E-03 6.74E-03 7.35E-03 7.51 E-03 7.67E-03

'513Sm 1.71% -5.36E-04 -1.24E-03 -1.87E-03 -2.75E-03 -3.47E-03 -4.09E-03 1.83E-05 4.24E-05 6.38E-05 9.41 E-05 1.19E-04 1.40E-04

51Sm 4.57% -4.92E-03 -6.82E-03 -8.16E-03 -1.0 IE-02 -1.14E-02 -1.25E-02 4.50E-04 6.23E-04 7.46E-04 9.20E-04 1.04E-03 1.14E-03

s5 'Eu 49.26% -1.58E-04 -2.15E-04 -2.54E-04 -3.09E-04 -3.48E-04 -3.80E-04 1.56E-04 2.12E-04 2.50E-04 3.04E-04 3.43E-04 3.75E-04

1
5 2 sm 10.66% -1.09E-03 -2.28E-03 -3.05E-03 -4.18E-03 4.94E-03 -5.52E-03 2.32E-04 4.87E-04 6.50E-04 8.92E-04 l.05E-03 1.18E-03

53Eu 4.67% -4.76E-04 -1.37E-03 *2.39E-03 -3.73E-03 4.94E-03 -5.92E-03 4.45E-05 1.28E-04 2.23E-04 3.49E-04 4.61 E-04 5.53E-04

15Gd 15.94% -8.90E-04 -2.36E-03 4.59E-03 -7.92E-03 -1.13E-02 - .41 E-02 2.84E-04 7.52E-04 1.46E-03 2.53E-03 3.61 E-03 4.50E-03

Total relative uncertainty (%)

Root sum square 1.59% 1.74% 2.10% 2.39% 2.77% 3.02%

Additive 3.22% 4.37% 5.52% 6.62%Y) 7.56% 8.21%
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" Sensitivity coefficients assumed an initial enrichment of 3.5 wt %.
" GWd/t = GWd/MTU.
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Table B.4 Tabulated actinide plus fission product sensitivity coefficients and estimated uncertainties (with axial burnup profile)
Relative Relative uncertainty in k,.
std. dev. Sensitivity oefficiente, S (2 a uncert inty interval)

Nuclide I a (%) 10 GWd/tb 20 GWd/t 30 GWd/t 40 GWd/t 50 GWd/t 60 GWd/t 10 GWd/t 20 GWd/t 30 GWd/t 40 GWd/t 50 GWd/t 60 GWd/t
234u 10.83% -2.80E-04 -2.58E-04 -2.45E-04 -2.36E-04 -2.32E-04 -2.31 E-04 6.06E-05 5.58E-05 5.31 E-05 5.11 E-05 5.03E-05 5.0IE-05

235u 3.07% 2.18E-01 2.06E-01 1.92E-01 1.81E-01 1.66E-01 1.55E-01 1.34E-02 1.27E-02 1.18E-02 1.11 E-02 1.02E-02 9.54E-03

236U 3.72% -2.78E-03 -3.69E-03 -4.29E-03 -4.62E-03 -4.89E-03 -4.99E-03 2.07E-04 2.74E-04 3.19E-04 3.44E-04 3.63E-04 3.71 E-04
238u 0.47% -1.56E-01 -1.49E-01 -1.46E-01 -1.411E-01 -1.39E-01 -1.36E-01 1.47E-03 1.41 E-03 1.37E-03 1.33E-03 1.31 E-03 1.28E-03

237Np 8.21% -7.28E-04 -1.50E-03 -2.34E-03 -3.1 IE-03 -3.93E-03 -4.49E-03 1.20-04 2.46E-04 3.85E-04 5.11 E-04 6.46E-04 7.372-04

238pu 10.68% -8.26E-05 -3.20E-04 -7.38E-04 -1.28E-03 -2.01E-03 -2.64E-03 1.762-05 6.84E-05 1.582-04 2.74E-04 4.30E-04 5.63E-04
239PU 4.21% 5.82E-02 8.87E-02 1.14E-01 1.40E-01 1.652-01 1.842-01 4.90E-03 7.47E-03 9.61 E-03 1.18E-02 1.39E-02 1.55E-02

2 40
pU 2.78% -2.052-02 -3.19E-02 -4.10E-02 -4.73E-02 -5.33E-02 -5.74E-02 1.14E-03 1.78E-03 2.28E-03 2.632-03 2.962-03 3.19E-03

241PU 4.97% 4.26E-03 1.212E-02 2.14E-02 3.12E-02 4.17E-02 5.13E-02 4.24E-04 1.20E-03 2.13E-03 3.11 E-03 4.152-03 5.10E-03
24 2PU 5.08% -1.30E-04 -5.75E-04 -1.24E-03 -1.952-03 -2.74E-03 -3.43E-03 1.32E-05 5.84E-05 1.262-04 1.98E-04 2.78E-04 3.48E-04

241AtM 18.76% -1.34E-03 -3.332-03 -5.43E-03 -7.19E-03 -8.91E-03 -1.032-02 5.032-04 1.251-03 2.04E-03 2.70E-03 3.34E-03 3.86E-03

243Am 9.85% -1.05E-05 -8.71E-05 -2.70E-04 -5.40E-04 -9.25E-04 -1.33E-03 2.07E-06 1.72E-05 5.31 E-05 1.06E-04 1.82E-04 2.61 E-04

"Tc 16.33% -1.34E-03 -2.062-03 -2.69E-03 -3.20E-03 -3.70E-03 -4.01E-03 4.392-04 6.73E-04 8.80E-04 1.042-03 1.21 E-03 1.31 E-03

13Rh 30.00% -3.49E-03 -5.35E-03 -7.00E-03 -8.27E-03 -9.53E-03 -1.04E-02 2.09E-03 3.21E-03 4.202-03 4.96E-03 5.72E-03 6.25E-03

133cs 0.88% -1.71E-03 -2.63E-03 -3.45E-03 -4.10E-03 -4.75E-03 -5.192-03 3.012E-05 4.622-05 6.072-05 7.21 E-05 8.36E-05 9.14E-05

14 3Nd 1.34% -5.09E-03 -7.77E-03 -1.01E-02 -1.192-02 -1.36E-02 -1.46E-02 1.37E-04 2.08E-04 2.7 1E-04 3.19E-04 3.65E-04 3.91 E-04

4'Nd 0.86% -9.05E-04 -1.40E-03 -1.86E-03 -2.22E-03 -2.59E-03 -2.86E-03 1.562-05 2.412E-05 3.192-05 3.82E-05 4.452-05 4.90E-05
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Table B.4 (continued)

Relative Relative uncertainty in keff
std. dev. Sensiivity fficient S _ (2 a uncertainty iterval)

Nuclide I a (/) 10 GWd/te 20 GWd/t 30 GWd/t 40 GWd/t 50 (iWd/t 60 GWd/t 10 GWd/t 20 GWd/t 30 GWd/t 40 GWd/t 50 GWd/t 60 GWd/t

1
47

sm 3.93% -8.43E-04 -1.22E-03 -1.53E-03 -1.74E-03 - .94E-03 -2.08E-03 6.63E-05 9.60E-05 1.20E-04 1.37E-04 I.52E-04 1.64E-04

1
49

Sm 22.12% -1.20E-02 -1.23E-02 -I.26E-02 -1.26E-02 -1.26E-02 -1.19E-02 5.31E-03 5.45E-03 5.59E-03 5.57E-03 5.60E-03 5.28E-03

' 50Sm 1.71% -5.27E-04 -9.17E-04 -1.30E-03 -1.63E-03 -I.98E-03 -2.33E-03 1.80E-05 3.13E-05 4.46E-05 5.58E-05 6.76E-05 7.98E-05

1
5 1

Sm 4.57% -4.87E-03 -5.97E-03 -6.97E-03 -7.72E-03 -8.51 E-03 -9.50E-03 4.453E-04 5.46E-04 6.37E-04 7.06E-04 7.78E-04 8.69E-04

15t Eu 49.26% -1.56E-04 -1.91 E-04 -2.22E-04 -2.44E-04 -2.67E-04 -2.97E-04 1.54E-04 1.89E-04 2.18E-04 2.40E-(4 2.63E-04 2.93E-04

152 sm 10.66% -1.07E-03 -1.76E-03 -2.36E-03 -2.84E-03 -3.29E-03 -3.66E-03 2.29E-04 3.76E-04 5.03E-04 6.052-04 7.02E-()4 7.80E-04

1 3Eu 4.67% -4.64E-04 -9.56E-04 -1.52E-03 -2.05E-03 -2.64E-03 -3.14E-03 4.33E-05 8.94E-05 1.42E-04 1.92E-04 2.47E-04 2.93E-04

5'Gd 15.94% -8.79E-04 -1.68E-03 -2.77E-03 -3.95E-03 -5.38E-03 -6.54E-03 2.80E-()4 5.34E-04 8.83E-()4 1.26E-03 1.7112-03 2.08E-03

Total relative uncertainty (%)

Root sumsquare 1.55% 1.63% 1.73% 1.86% 2.02% 2.14%

Additive 3.15% 3.80% 4.39% 4.93% 5.47% 5.87%

0
wt

0

° Sensitivity coefficients assumed an initial enrichment of 3.5 wt %.
" GWd/t = GWd/MTU.
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